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Accounting
instrudors
donate
paychecks for
scholarships '
Four local business leaders are
donating the paychecks they earn
teaching Boise State University
courses to a new scholarship fund
established through the accounting
department's
Executive-inResidency program.
The
executives
are
AI
MacMillan,
president
of
Computerland; Sam Cotterell, manager of external financial reporting
for Boise Cascade; Mark Cutler,
manager of tax research for Boise
Cascade; and Tom Walker, attorney. MacMillan and Cotterell
taught last fall; Cutler and Walker
are teaching classes this semester.
"Due to these four dedicated
professionals; the BSU Department
of Accounting will be able to offer
five $2,000 scholarships for the
1995-96 academic year," said Bill
Lathon, chair of the Accounting
Department.
The scholarships will go to top
high school
students
from
throughout Idaho.

Fee proposal
hearings
•
coming
up ...
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Polls show
continued
support for
education
Two out of three Americansdo
not favor cuts to federal education
programs, according to a new
Washington Post-ABCNews poll.
At a time when people want
smaller, more efficient government, they continue to show
strong support for investments in
education, according to ihis survey and other recent national
pOlis.
The Washington
Post-ABC
News poll, released Jan. 6, found
that while eight of 10 people surveyed favor a balanced budged
amendment,
two of three said
they would not support such an
amendment if it meant that education or Social Security would be
cut.
A poll conducted by the Times
Mirror Center for The People &
The Press, released on Dec. 8,
found that 64 percent would
increase
spending
on public
schools, while only 6 percent
would decrease spending. Among
14 government
programs cited,
support for public schools was
second only 10 anti-crime programs.
"People know education is the
key to prosperity and the wisest
investment we can make in our
children's and our nation's future,"
said U.S. Secretary of Education
Richard Riley.

Survey results to help
students' choose instructors
DAVID BOWMAN
SlaffWriter
It has been three years and $30,000 since
ASBSU resolved to develop a system to help students choose professors and classes before registration.
A survey has been created to accomplish this.
Unlike the department
surveys that students fill
out near the end of each semester, the new survey
is not designed for use in the tenure review
process, The results of the department surveys are
not released to the student body.
Rod Payton, faculty survey coordinator, said this

,

survey was less detailed ana less expensive than
similar surveys
used at the University
of
Washington and University of Tennessee.
With this survey process in place, Payton says
students will be able to determine which classes
and professors are best-suited
to their learning
style-leading
to having a better chance of earning
acceptable grades the first time around.
Payton says students won't be the only people
answering
questions
for this new process.
"Instructors also participate in this survey voluntarily
by answering questions about how they evaluate
student performance,
sources of information for
the course and teaching philosophy.

,Student asks for more football tickets
but manager 'says petition won't help
KATE NEIUY BEU
Managing Editor
A concerned student formed a
petition this month to acquire
more student tickets for Bronco
football games. The anonymous
student left the petition at the
ASI3SU offices in the Student
Union Building for signatures.
The petition complains that
although 8,070 full-time students
paid $387,360 to athletics fall
semester as a part of their student
fees, only 1,550students coin attend
any given Bronco football game.

But the author of the petition
had been misinformed.
Ticket Manager Bill Richards says
5,100seats are available to students at
any home football game. Last fall's
BSU-Idaho game was the first"time
in three years that BSU students
claimed all of their tickets, he says.
Because students aren't claiming
all their tickets, Richards says the
petition "doesn't hold much water."
"We'd like to see students fill
the space they already have," says
Richards.
The
stadium
expansion
planned for the move to the Big

Schools shouldn't
mandate prayerProgram
reaches out to a panel agrees on
women who
little else

Student organizations and other
campus entities are currently
assembling proposals .to increase
student fees, a process that takes
place each and every spring.
By Feb. 15, all campus entities
that wish to create. a new student
KATE NEIUY BEU
fee or increase a current fee for
Managing Editor
1995-96 will have submitted their
Alreadythis year, several constitutional amendments dealing
proposals to the Provost's Office.
The university is offering a six- with school prayer have been introduced into Congress. Last
According to a, memo from
week, sixBoiseans voiced their opinions on the subject at a disDaryl Jones, provost and vice presi- week program to women who
want to prepare for training in cussion sponsored by the ACLUClub of BoiseState University.
dent for Academic Affairs, fee
technical fields.
hearings are tentatively scheduled
The six panelists could agree on only one thing: schools
The Southwest Center for New
for March 15.An exact date, as well
shouldn't mandate prayer.
.
as a schedule for specific fee pre- Directions, a unit of BSU's College
However, some panel members said that Student-initiated,
of Technology, will present Pre'
sentations and testimony by stustudent-led prayer is OK.
.
and
Readiness
dents, will be released after all fee employment
Robert Aldridge, an attorney on the panel, said students
Training from" Feb. 13 through
proposals have been submitted.
should be able to organize in religious services as long as "the
March 24.
When the fee- hearings are
minority"could choose to not participate.
The 20-hour-a-week program,
completed, the Executive Budget
Having a moment of silence in the dassroom for students
which is offered on weekdays
Committee ~i1I review the proposto pray would also be appropriate, Aldridgesaid.
als and testimony and submit rec- from 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., will
·How can group of school kids in a moment of silence
emphasize
improving
selfommendations
to. President
pose a threat to our nation1" he asked.
esteem, assertiveness, good comCharles Ruch for final approval
Aldridgealso said he'd like educators in the public schools
munication skills, self-manageand further action by the State
to be able to teach morality, asking why teachers are able to
ment techniques, career exploBoard of Education, according to
say "say no to drug( but not "say no to sa"
ration and employment or eduNanty Bloomer of the ChristianCoalitionagreed that prayer
Jones' memo.
cation readiness.
Ruch said last month that he
should be allowed in the schools, saying ·Our US. Congress
Contact the BSU Southwest
anticipated in-state student fees to
opens each day in prayer. Our children should have a right to
Center
for New Directions at 38~" 'do that as well," She said prayer needs to be brought back-l!'to
increase 5.4 percent, with non-rest- '
dent fees rising an estimated 37 3126 for more information on this the public schools because the United States was founded on
.program "'1~f
percent. Couch).

want technical
careers

a

religiousfreedom.

West Conference should allow for
more seats in the student section,
says Max Corbet, Senior Sports
Information Director.
Richards says if students will
consistently use all of their allotted
tickets over the next several years,
obtaining more student seating
may be realistic.
While students may not see
additional
seats
in Bronco
Stadium'S student section for a
while, the ASBSU Senate is planning to limit the number of student I.D.s a student can bring to
the ticket booth.

But Alan Kofoed, an attomey, and BeverlyHarris, the plaintiff in a case against the Grangeville School District, thought
Bloome(s statement was an oxymoron.
Koloed stated that it is important to maintain separation of
church and state because the purpose of the Billof Rights is to
create a "sphere of liberty" around each person, and so that
minorities won't lose their rights to the majority.
Panelist John Slack, a BSUstudent who was the coordinator of the campus Idaho Citizen's Alliance, said tha~ if anything,
it is the majority that loses its rights when minorities become
offended and demand that an activity, such as school prayer,
be stopped.
Harris,who filed suit against Grangeville High School when
school officials planned to have a prayer at graduation, countered Slack's argument, saying that when a minority fights
against a majority, it's a losing battle.
When Harris dissented from the majority of students in her
high school, it was not easy. She said that students who are
religious minorities must either conform or draw negative
attention to themselves.
"Drawing attention to yourself-especially negative attention-is horrible for school-aged children," she said.
Harrissaid that when she sued her high school, her car tires
were slashed, her life was threatened, her pets were killed and
her brothers were beat up by "good Christian" kids at school.
"Why do public school graduations and dassrooms have to
be the public forums for religious services1" Harris asked.
Slack said that it is because religion is with people all day
long, not just before and after school.
"As a Christian, Idon't stop being a Christian because Igo into
a public school...As an American, I should have the right to
, express my views, my prayers of whatever sentimen1S I may have.·
Kofoed said it is important for communities with religious
majorities to put themselves in the position of the minority.
"How would you feel if you had to sit and flsten to somebody
else's religious'observances1"
School prayer was ruled unconstitutional in 1962.
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THO U SAN OS A VA Il A B l E, BUT YO U MUS TAP PLY
COMPIUD BY PA7RlaA GREGOR

application,

StoffWriler

written

two written

narrative:

Rehabilitation
Applications

for the following

able at the Financial

scholarships

are avail-

references

Scholarship

and a personal

Committee,

Elks'

Hospital Auxiliary, P.O. Box 1100, Boise,

ID 83701. Deadline: 4-1-95.

Aid Office unless otherwise

noted.

THE COALITION OF HIGHER EDUCATION
ASSISTANCE ORGANIZATIONS: $1.000.

GOVERNMENT FINANCE OFFICERS
ASSOCIATION: two scholarships to students

Attending

preparing

by 4·1-95: COI-IEAO Scholarship

Committee, c/o

Cloh~n and Dean, 1101 Vermont

Ave. NW, Suite 400

for careers

in state or local government

finance. Full-time students
accounting

in their senior year of an

program: $2,000. Full or part-time

graduate

or graduate

students

Officers

Washington,

application:

cial need. Women

THE IDAHO PRESS CLUB SCHOLARSHIP:
$1.000. Graduates of Idaho high schools; full-time
outlet, majoring

for a college or professional
in journalism

least their second

25 and older. Deadline: 4-15-95.

THE AARP WOMEN'S INITIATIVETENTH
ANNIVERSARY SCHOLARSHIP. based on finan-

media

or communication,

year of college. Deadline:

in at

clal need. Women
accepted

2-28-95.

age 50 or above who have been

into an accredited

program

of study. Must

be planning to use the training to re-enter
market. $I,()()().$2,OOO. Deadline
4·15-95.

THE SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERS: five scholarships from $560 to

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
UNIVERSITY WOMEN will give a scholarhip

the criteria. Deadline: 3-01-95.

JAMES MADISON FELLOWSHIPS: $24.000

Pursuing

for teachers-aspiring

script and two character

history,

Americangovernment

American

or social studies

baccalaureate.

$400. Submit application,
references:

to a

County,

junior or senior from Cassia or Minidoka

or experienced-of

the job

$5,000.

attached explaining

Each will have announcements

for sUbmillin~

6-1·95.

THE BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
WOMEN'S FOUNDATION EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS: various scholarships based on finan-

Deadline: 2·20-95.

working

application

'Finance

Ave, Suite 800, Chicago, IL 60601-7476.

students

requesting

D.C. 20005-3521. Deadline

the completed

School Committee, 180 N.

Association

Michigan

under-

in certain ethnic

groups: $3500. Applications- Government

or plan to attend a COI-IEAO institution

(BSU is one). Submit postcard

tran-

Sheila B. Adams,

Box 1108, Burley, ID 83318. Deadline: 4-25-95.

in

grades 7·12 Must agree to teach full-time in a secondary

THE FLORENCE WHIPPLE NURSING LOAN

school for no less than one year and qualify

for study toward

four-week,

graduate-level

Constitution
requested

available

one of the listed master's degrees.

Must agree to attend, at the foundation's
summer

in Washington,

expense,

institute

from: James Madison

Fellowship

of ANAISNA

or lNSA in need of financial assistance. Registered

a

nurses who arc members

on the
may be

D.C. Applications

to nursing students/members

is

arc also eligible. $1500-

$2,000. Request application:

Idaho Nurses Foundation,

200 N. 4th SI. #20, Boise,ID, 83702-6001. Deadline: 4-1-95

Program,

for summer

P.o.Box 4030, 2201 N. Dodge Street, Iowa City, IA

semester, 6-1-95 for fall.

52243-4030. Phone: 1-800-525-6928. Deadline: 3-10-95.

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS: various scholarships.
majors, full-time undergraduates,
Applications:

Accounting

doctoral

at least a B average.

NSPA Schoalrship

Fairfax Street, Alexandria,

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
UNIVERSITY WOMEN EDUCATIONAL
FOUNDATION: scholarships for graduate and

Foundation,

ars whose

1010 N.

VA 22314-1574. Phone: 703-

pursuing

a degree

Engineering

in Public Works

or related

to: Farrell Davidson,
of the Scholarship
Center, Rexburg,

or senior

information

Administration,
and brief narrative

P.O. Box 280, 12 N.

1D 83440. Deadline: 3-15-95.

STUDENTS PURSUING DEGREES IN A
ttEALTH-ORIENTED FIELD may be ellglblefor
$1,000 scholarship

based on financial

to

and girls. Women
to apply. Deadlines

post-

goes to scholadvancing
of color arc
vary.

OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE on

Public Works Director, Chairman
Committee,

of women

encouraged

an ongoing

fields. Send application,

resume, college grade transcripts,

Preference

work shows a commitment

the welfare
strongly

;49-6400. Deadline: 3-10-95.

THE AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS
ASSOCIATION: $1.000. Full-time junior

study and research.

need. Written

a

basis. Contact the Financial Aid Office for
on scholarships

from:

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM.
AIR FORCE SCHOLARSHIPS FOR MEDICAL
STUDENTS. PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL OF
DALLAS. UNITED COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS
(TEACHING AND WORKING WITH THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED), AND THE
HANDICAPPED IDAHO NEWS
SCHOLARSHIP.
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Get tested
This week's cover story is a personal account of two Arbiter
staff members' first experiences with AIDS testing .:
While both writers-Kate Neilly Bell, managing editor, and
Rhett Tanner, features editor-went into the testings certain
that the results would verify their HIV-negative status, bofh of
them experienced an unfamiliar fear as the processes of having blood drawn, tested, and waiting for results began to
unfold. Being tested for a virus that can end your life forces
you to face your own mortality.
AIDStesting and the fear that accompanies it is the shared
.experience that binds this generation. You may not want to
know, but you need to know. Everything depends on knowing, and finding out has created another step in the journey
toward self-understanding that no generation before ours has
had to face.
By any standard, fear is reasonable. The virus that causes
AIDS-HIV-is sweeping the nation, and the fastest-growing
group of victims in America are people in their 20s, the age of
our two writers. According to Idaho AIDS Response, there
have been 155 AIDS-related deaths in Idaho and there are
currently 264 known AIDScases. Most AIDSexperts agree that
reported cases of AIDS are probably fewer than actual cases,
and that rates of HIV-infection are difficult to pinpoint because
most of the population has not been tested.
We hope the fears that our writers express give way to
relief and a better self-understanding when the results come
back. Rhett, whose story is both deeply personal and profoundly moving, tested negative. He says his experience
taught him several things-that he loves life and wants to
keep on living, and the importance of safe sex. Neilly is still
waiting for her results. It takes a lot of courage to tell this story
without that key bit of information. By being willing to share
her experience before completely allaying her fears, she has
really put herself on the line in the name of expanding her
community's awareness of the issue.
Get tested. It's good for you, it's good for your community,
it's good for your world. Take care of yourself.
Arbiter editorials reflect the opinions of the editors.

-

Parking, please
Once upon a time I paid $45 for a per-

We, the American working class, make

mit to parkin general parking. Recently, I
was heading to a 7 p.m. class at the east

these non-negotiable demands!
We demand reaparations of over $4

end of campus at 5:30 p.m. (fortunately)

trillion from the wealthy capitalist ruling

'when I noticed parking attendants with

class, 5 percent of the total population,

their little batons at the entrance to the

who have waged a 200 year silent and

parking lot. I told the attendant I was on

devious class war against the people.

my way to a class. He told me that there

We demand total and complete control

was a basketball game and I had a choice:

over the entire U.S.economic system, con-

park on the street or pay $2 to park $2 to

bining the principles of democracy with

park in a spot that I had already paid $45 working class economic control, to never
again allow anyone to be used as a slave
to park in?
At 5:30 p.m., there were still spaces by the capitalist business dictatorship,
Reparations and economic control-oralong the street. I gather that at 7 p.m.

~

1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725
Phone (208) 345·8204 Fax (208) 385·3198
E-man arbiter@daven.idbsu.edu

there were none. I'm used to the fact that

The Arb"er is the oHidal student newspaper of Boise Stale Uni'leniIy.lts mission is to provide a forum for
the disamlon of issues impacting the campus and the community, The Arbiter's budget cansists of fees paid
by students of ISU ond ad-ierlising sales, It is GlSlributed to the campus and community on Wednesdays
during the school year. The ftrll copy is free, adGllionai copies are $1 eadI, payoblealThe Ar~ ollices.
Editor Pollick H, Sthmallohn ManagIng Editor Kate Neilly Bell Photo Editor Rick Kosorich
Features Ellitor Rhett Tonner FIlm Editor Louro Delgado Music Ellitor Joson Sievers Visual
Arts Editor Jennif81 Schlender Ott-Campus Arts Editor Mi<hele Sdlwend Sports Elllor Stott
Somples Outdoor Ellitor Russ W~
EnvlrDlllllllltal Ellitor Don Ski!V1er Copy Ellitor COIky
Hansen Art DIrector Ryan Dooohue Production Manager Stott Schmoljohn Ott-Une Ellitor TIm
Tote Busilless Manager Joke Christensen Staff Witters Hollee Blankenship, David Bowman, Josh
Costen, MIlry Doherty, Steve Flick, Kevin Gibb, Kolhryn Groce, David Gropp, Pollido Gregor, Kevin
Heckathorn, Jon Hite, Mark Holladay, Down Kromer, Joson Lassen, Joe Relk, Don Skinner, Kevin
Winslow, Russ WocAsey, Jon Wroten Sports Witter Chris StTo1ton Columnist Keiko Tagoki Staff
photographen Joe Retk, Trish T1K1pe, DoMy Fronk, Gordon Schof81 Orculatloa M....
Jon
Wroten Advertising Manager Pollick Acosta Advertising ExlCllliYe Jeff ~
Classified
Ads Manager TJ Mallison Reception Loura Delgado, TJ Morrison, Rhett Tonner, Usso Stuart
Elllarial AdvIs« Don Maris Bu_s
AdvIs« Wiliorn HOII

sometimes the lots are full. I'm not used

With the possible exception of things like box
scores ... there is no such thing as objective journalism. The phrase itself is' a pompous contradiction in terms.
-Hunter S. Thompson,19n
w,:"""

let the real class war begin!
-John Cassella, Durango, Colorado

to being turned away from a completely
empty parking lot.
I realize that athletic programs are
important to BSU financially, but give me
a break. If my car had been parked there
since that morning they wouldn't have
been able to remove it since I have a
valid parking permit Why should they be
able to prevent me from parking in general parking to go to a scheduled class?
For $15 a year, like last year, I wouldn't
mind so much. Tripling the parking fee

,..-r,,,_

Working class demands

and then telling me I car:"tpark seems a
bit much.
-Eric C. Lincoln

.
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POLICY
Letters to The Arbiter should
our

office

arrive in

by 5 pm Friday.

They

should be no more than 250 words in
length

and are subject

length and spelling.
daytime

phone

tion. The Arbiter's
1910 University
83725;

to editing

Please

number
mailing

include

a

for verificaaddress

Drive, Boise,

Fax (208) 385-3198;

arbiterr(vclaven.idbsu.edu

for

is

Idaho
E-Mail

/
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Thermal mug cup serves many purposes
KEIKO TAKAGI
Staff Columnist
In the bottom of my bag pack is my black
coffee cup laying down. I use this Nissan
Thermal Mug when I buy coffee in the Student
Union Building, where most of my day is
spent For a resident of a small dormitory like
myself, SUB is a' necessary studying place. I
usually try to read text there, get socialization
with my friends every ten minutes, and consume a few cups of coffee each day.
There are three main reasons why I purchased this Nissan mug. First, it was sad to
view a used paper cup drew an arc in the air
toward a trash can. Even though a drop of
coffee stained brown on the bottom of a
cup, it still looked firm enough to hold liquid
a few more time. But the empty cup would
have to enter in the trash can: Soon, it would
find itself being buried into the soil. The plastic lid would not have been decomposed
even after I would . die. Was this container
.

produced to serve me for fIVe minutes7 Then
what was the meaning of the life cycle of this
papercup7 How significant was it to use natural resources for this cheaply made container? Feeling of guilty and gloomy always rose
whenever my hand released a paper coffee
cup on to a pile of garbage. On the contrary,
my mug. stainless covered with ceramics, is
unbreakable and durable for many times of
use. I wouldn't have to conduct a depressing
funeral for this mug cup for several years.
Secondary, coffee costs less for personal
mug users. Brava, a tiny coffee and snack
stand in SUB, charged fifty-two cents for a cup
of regular coffee. But the price was reduced to
thirty-nine cents when a paper cup wasn't
consumed along with the coffee. This made
thirteen cents difference per cup. Let's do a
simple calculation here. If I buy two cups of
coffee five days a week, it will be fIVedollars
and twenty cents for the paper cup use but
three dollars and ninety cents for the personal
cup use. By eliminating cup cost from the
price, a dollar and thirty cents will remain in

my purse. This amount of money allows me
to play the Virtual Fighters II twice and chew
two small boxes of Lemon Head candy at the
same time. Or. I can have thirteen cups of coffee by using my mug at the same expense as
ten paper cups. For a lawyer, a dollar bill may
be equivalent to a piece of bath tissue. But for
me, the green bill of Washington is a ticket to
.various little pleasure: a stamp for air mail, a
slice of banana bread and a play in a video
arcade. My strong coffee cup helps me keep
extra money for extra fun.
.
As for the last reason, it involves my cultural background. In Japan and some other
Asian countries, it's said that food should be
tasty to tongue and pleasant to eyes. For the
visual taste, not only the appearance of food
but also the design and quality of plates
should be great The primary meaning of eating food is to sustain a life, but a good meal
nourishes both body and spirit. Imagine.
Even if a gorgeous French dish is served in
front of you, it wouldn't taste good when
worrying about tomorrow's final. The oppo-

site is true, too. Wine will smell better when
it is contained in a Venetian glass. The same
logic applies to me. Weak coffee made by
Brava is almost like brown warm water in a
paper cylinder. But this colored liquid turns
to aromatic mild drink wh~n it is filled in my
smooth, black cup. The purpose of refreshment, I think, is to get the feeling of relax.
The matter is if a person feels the taste is
good, not if refreshment does indeed taste
good. Food, for me, looks nicer and possesses better flavor in a charming bowl. Brava's
coffee becomes more than dark liquid when
it is poured into my lustrous mug cup.
Some people say that they can't keep
going without having coffee. But so far, I
haven't seen a person passed out on the
floor because of lacking this magical drink.
Having food has both practical and ritual
meaning and taste is a totally subjective
opinion. Neat cups may make you become
more sensitive to delicious flavor and make it
good for the environment, your budget, and
your spiritual status.

Pearl Jam needs to check messages more often
JON WROTEN

arena had already booked Amy Grant for the
next night; therefore eliminating any chance
for a Pearl Jam concert on the desired show
date. Because the rule against kicking the basAfter more than a year of waiting. alternaketball team out two days in a row is in the
tive rock was supposed to return to the
Pavilion contract, Spencer's hands were tied.
Pavilion Feb. 8.
What seems ridiculous isn't that the arena
The world's most popular altemative/maincouldn't make room for the band, but that the
stream band, Pearl Jam, was interested in play- band couldn't make room for Boise. The show
ing Boise for the first time. But due to a rule they wanted to play wasn't part of a tour, it was
only a warm-up date before their Asian tour to
not allowing practice space to be taken from
break in their new drummer. It seems pretty
.the BSU men's basketball team for two straight
unbelievable that they couldn't mOve the date
days, Boiseans will probably have to wait until
this summer to see the group.
'
. : back one day. 24 hours doesn't seem too 10. ns.
all .
That is if they decide
retum tht;i~ calls. to move back a practice concert .,
All right I lied earlier in this article. The
The villain in this story isn't the PaVilion or
the fans as much as the band itself .. fans are to blame for this also. A minority of
fans in the Boise area seem ready to crucify
According to BSU Pavili?n Asst. D.irector
Spencer and Pavilion Director Dexter King for
Charlie Spencer, the service managmg t~e
not bringing in more rock concerts to the area.
group failed to return th.ree ~alls to him
But where were they when the arena did
about possible show dates m BOise.
bring in the groups they wanted to see?
By the time they had returned the calls, the

Shows by the groups Alice In Chains and
can't be too picky when it decides to tour.
Nirvana in 1993 drew about 4,500 and
I would have loved to see a Pearl Jam
3,400, respectively, to the Pavilion. Hardly
show as much as any fan in this area. Actually,
numbers mandating more alternative shows
I would prefer seeing bands such as Nine Inch
in Boise. Fans also stayed at home during
Nails, The Offspring. or Ministry to a Pearl Jam
alternative shows at other venues in Boise,
show. But the point is that I just want to see
such as Bogie's.
anybody here. I'm getting sick of having to travWhat is needed is cooperation between
el to Seattle or Salt lake to see a good concert.
all three entities: the bands, the Pavilion and
But in order for that to happen, people
the fans. A contract can always be amended.
have to show up when there are concerts at
The Pavilion needs to look into changing
the PaVilion. Bands don't want to play before
their contract to allow for more leway in the
3,500 when they can play somewhere
else
two day policy. I'm sure they would have
for 10,000 people. So when Pearl Jam plays
made a lot mere money from a concert than
here this summer, almost a certainty accorda basketball p,actice ...•.. ' . ..:
. '..'
'.·n
. S to.sp.encer'.ll1a. ~e..~. re..~
do t)No. tIJ. !ngs. ..
. More than that, bands need to follow
. ·The first isdori'ttr~the:place~!"lMnBIo.',
through when they show intereSt ill all a~11l!s . :replace Ions of chabsnllns the PlMl,on's: cost .
whole dilemma could have been avo,ded if ratio, making shows extremely unprofitable.
Pearl Jam had returned any of the Pavilioll's calls, But more importantly, make' sure)'Oushow
•
or had been a little more 'f1exible in the dates
up. When that happens, bands will see that
they VIIOUld
play. After al~ a band that is banned
playing Boise is worthwhile. Then they might
at over two-thirds of the arenas in the country
have more incentive to return Boise's calls.

Staff Writer
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kiosk si~~
I This pulp bulletin board is available for free use by any and all university. organizatIOns.
---,-------~~

The return of the kiosk I This is the form,

I
E<It::",;,,,,",.,,,_Ilot~'1he""~~ I.

(Messages limited to 30 words.)
WHO

make copies of it, fax or deliver it to

PAT SCHMAUOHN

fax 385·3198

WHAT

inside back cover every week. To make this concepI \Wlk, we need
you to send usinfonnation on your grou~sevents and activities..
BeIow,you\\11Ifindafonnforthispurpose.P1ease~akecolHes
ci ~ prlMde the required information. and send ~ to us, either by fax
01 hand delivery. We have aMrtional fonns available at our office, but

we encourage you to just make a photocopy of this one.
Your info needs to be inour hands by 5 p.m. the Wednesday (one
week. seven ~) BEFORE the Wednesday you want the listing to run.
For exam~e, if you want your anoouncement to run FebnJary 22, we11
need to have Here by 5 p.m. Wednesd~, .Feb~~ry 15.We wi! not
acceppOOne-inkioskannou~Pul~m~please.
To allow as many different listings as possible, we need you to
keep your announcement to 30 words or!ess. Because the kiosk ~I
operate on a space available basis. there IS a chance that ~nlist·
ings wiD run evert week. The only way to guarantee publication of
your a~ncement
is to buy an ad. Our rates are reasonable and our
sales stall is knlMledgeable and friendly. Thank you. I hope you find

"?'

this service valuable.
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I
WEDNESDAYS at5 p.m.,
I Deadline:
d b
seven days belore uesire pu "cat,on tme.
I This announcement should run:
10k every wee
I
I 0 just this once, unfil we hear f rom you again..
I Remember, there is a 30 word limb. Because the kiosk operI utes on a spoce-oYailobie basis, some announcements may not
L.make the cut. Buying on ad guarantees
- you space, however.
I
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HIV-testing are by Kate Neilly Bell and Rhett Tanner.
Their deeply personal stories have been weaved into
. one text Bell's experience is detailed in regular type,
while Tanner's is set in bold face type. Read together
as one one text, they tef/ the story of an experience
unique to our generation.

Managing Editor

RHmTANNER
Features Editor

'S

IT

like Christmas Eve.. I can't sleep.
It's the night before I go get my
AIDStest. And I can't sleep.
It's 1 a.m.,1:30, 2. I have to get up at 7. It's 2:15. It's
2:30. Hi, Athena (the cat). It'.s3. It's 3:03 .... 4, 5, 6. My
roommate Heather's country music begins to rise
through the heating/air conditioning vent in my floor.
Almost7. Buzzzz.The garage door opens and closes. 7,
-,the alarm.The snooze button. Finally,I am able to sleep.

around it."
For a moment I felt bad, almost surprised by his
answer. But I had to ask myself the same question. If
he told me he was infected with the HIVvirus, how
much risk would I be willingto take11'm certain I have
no way of knowing how I would react in that situation,
but I have a hunch that something
as thin as a latex condom ':..::.;::.,,,.,
.
wouldn't be enough to make me
feel "protected." I do know that I
would stand by him.
At first my mother had
seemed OK with my sexuality. I
mean, she didn't disown me, we
did talk "rationally." But a few
weeks later, after April General
(onference, a time when Mormons from around the
world gather in salt Lake City, she called me. This time
she was not u supportive. She told me that her mother's sister, Aunt Barbara, had been watching the salt .
Lake local news on cable the other day and had seen
a blip on the salt Lake news about a group of gays
and lesbians who had picketed Temple Square during
the conference. The newspeople had talked to one of
the women, and she had said that her parents were
fine with her sexuality. AnyWay,my mother had called
to tell me that she didn't want me to get the idea that
they approved of my sexual orientation. This time, she
aied. This time, she told me that if I ever got AIDS,I
couldn't come.home. She and my father didn't want to
risk exposing the family to HIV.Itwu too big of a risk.
I went home to Southeast Idaho the summer

I CAM E:~~:.~

the summer after I graduated from high schoot I
finally felt free.
But I really wonied about how my parents would
react. Being very Monnon, they had an almost inbuilt hatred of homosexuality, and so naturally, I
didn't tell them. In fact, I didn't know when' would
tell them, if I would ever tell them. But then I started college ...and I started seeing someone who .was
about five years older than I. I fell madly in love
almost instantly. Hopelessly, desperately in love.
Then he dumped me, after about three weeks
together. Since he was my first love-since I hadn't
had anyone to talk to about my feelings or anyone
who could give constructive advice or caution about
failing 50 hard so fast-I was crushed. Between this
trauma and school in general, I was totally messed up.
When I called. my parents and talked to them, I didn't
mention that I was gay. But I suppose they guessed.
I came ,out to my mother in March; she told me
they had guessed in Odober. The only thing I could
think of was, why did you not tell me you knew?
Why didn't you confront me with your knowledge?
Between Odober and March, I hit rock-bottom. If I
. hadn't been under 21, I would have become an
alcoholic, I'm sure. Suicide never seemed too bad. If
.they'd only talked to me, discussed their feeling~.
But they didn't Oh, well.

t
t

I got up at 8 a,m.
The day buzzed by.
At 1 p.m., just before I left The Arbiter for Planned
Parenthood, I called my boyfriend. He has a fear of
needles.
"So will you still hang out with me if I find out I
have HIYr I asked.
"Well, I think sex would beaut," he said, laughing.
And then,' in a serious tone, "Maybe we could work

,-:~'.
\~--:~,
>?~'i~,:;'/,-:,
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EDITOR'SNOTE:The fof/owing firstperson accounts of

KATE NEILLY BELL

~____:_-------------:--

WHERETO GET

I knew that Planned Parenthood had moved from
its location on Franklin Road. I remember driving past
the old clinic. Often, there would be a scruffy looking
man in front of the building, waving a poster of an
aborted fetus. (I often wondered if one day this man
would just lose it and shoot someone, like I've heard
about so many times in the news.) At Planned
Parenthood's new location off of Curtis Road, this was
not the case. It's nice, quiet.
I walked through the almost-empty waiting room to
the receptionist's desk and let her know that I wanted
an HIVtest She gave me a few forms to fill out and
some informative reading.
On the first form, I began checking yes/no boxes
for risk factors. Do I shoot drugs1 No. Do I have hemophilia1 No. Blood transfusions, tattoos, no, no. Had I
slept with a man who has had sex with another man,
or who has had anal intercourse1 No. Probably not.'
Maybe not It's not impossible. OK,OK,so I didn't ask.
Why didn't I ask1
.
Come to think of it, I have no idea how many past
sexual partners half the people I've been with have had.
But it's not that I wasn't wondering. They were probably
wondering, but they didn't ask me that question either.
Suddenly, the question weighed as heavy as a
wrecking ball. I felt guilty-ashamed that I did not
know the answer to one of the yes/no questions on
the form. How could I have taken my future so lightly1
It's amazing. Naked, I did not feel awkward in front of
those partners, but to ask a question that might make
me feel awkward for a few seconds-a question that
could save my life-was too difficultto ask.

TESTED
!\,~e~;~~I;a~!,~~Jt!i~~;~&a.~.
Walk into allt 0ttheseplaces:

lth
Ce.QtriJl·.·•.•
bis\rict •••.
·H.eiJ
...•..••..••
•••...

·.M(m~~~5-7:30p.rri;.>
!

after my traumatic freshman year of college and got
a job at a local potato processing plant I lived with
my grandmother that summer and biked to work.
Soon after I returned, my parents instituted a
"do,n't-share-food-with-anyone-else"
policy. They
didn't give my siblings, who didn't kn~w I was gay,
a reason for this policy. This meant no
sips off of each
other's 50ft drinks,
no bites off of each
other's candy bars. I
felt it was direded to
me.
My parents also
asked me to get an
AIDS test, "for the
safety of the family." I consented. After all, I knew
it would be negative. Before I came out, I had never
had sex; after I came out, I'd been wlth,thah.ne
person sexually, and I knew he was HIV-negatlve~' .:.
(Not that I didn't want to have sex with more people; my shy, reserved, socially unsure side was
stronger than biology.) I would take the test, it
would'come back negative. I'd know for sure that I
'was HIV-negative. My family would be happy(er). I
consented to get an AIDStest I

I went to get the test at Idaho Falls' 7th Distrid
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Health/Clinic because, though they do ask for a
donation, they didn't deny service because of a lack
of money. The clinic was relatlveiy close to where I
worked, Just across the Snake River, and since they
did HIVtests In the morning. I dedded to stop by
before work. The spring had been " wet one In
Idaho Falls that year, and as iuck would have it. the
day I wenUo get tested-towards the end of MayIt was raining. So that morning. In addition to worrying about water and mud shooting off my back
tire and up onto my butt and back, I had to worry
about Idaho Falls'
drivers, people who
are not used to sharing the road with
. blcycles~ and try to
keep from getting
mowed down by an
unobservant
Ford
truck. I tried to go
slow, but by the time
I'd dodged through
the morning traffic, I
had a mud streak
running up the back·
of
my
jacket.
H01ll!ever,the morning commute-the
fight to stay alivekept my mind off the
ultimate destination
of my trip. The clinic.
I'd never gotten
an AIDS test before,
nor had I ever been
to
7th
District
Health. Who would
be there1 Would there be lots of people1 What if I
saw anyone I knew? What If anyone I knew saw me
walk in? The last thing I wanted to try to explain to
someone frOm church ..was why I was going to 7th
Dlstrld Health. I was sure everyone would luIowl .:
was going to get an AIDStest. I feared the taunting,
the ostracism, that I knew would follow If anyone
knew that I am gay. And after all, only gays get
AIDS.
I finished up the paperwork and moved on to the
reading materials.
"Positive results mean that the antibodies to HIV,
which are produced by white blood cells, have been
found in the blood. False positive results are rare, but
they do happen,"

AIDS
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BOISE

DISTRICT
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I can't imagine anything worse than thinking you
have HIVwhen you don't .
There were two other peOple at the 7th Dlstrid
Health clinic, a man and a woman. Both young. They
sat together at one end of the little waiting room,
opposite the door. nook a seat away from them,
near the door. I felt like Idldn't belong. I felt dirty,
sick. evil. Everything bad. I tried to read the book I'd
brought to read while I was on break and at lunch,
but my stomach wouldn't let me read. It turned over
and over upon itself, In knots. I
put the book away and tried to
relax. But the waiting. Luckily, I
didn't have to walt long.
"A positive antibody test does
not automatically mean a person
has AIDS.... A negative antibody
test does not guarantee that a person is HIV-negative.When a person
is infected with HIV,antibodies
begin to be made immediately,but
it takes time for the body to build
up detectable levels of antibodies.
It can take months from the time a
person is infected until the time
antibodies can be detected in the
blood. Duringthis time, the person
may have a negative result on an
HIVantibodytest, even though she
or he has been infected."
No could mean maybe. Yes
could mean no. Whyam I herem

5percent

were
reported among men who have 'sex
ithmen and inject drugs

l percent

were attributed to
receipt of blood transfusion, blood
compo,ents or tissue

I was led back into an office
by a good-humored, middleaged woman. She said that they normally didn't
lust give HIV tests: they also tested for helpes,
syphilis and other STDs. I was sure that I didn't
have'.any .STDs. •.re~e~bered reading· about STDs
In ·lilgh 'SchOol: • didn't :haveany syIIIpfomS;' •.•• s .'
perfectly healthY••
sure. She .sked ...
fUsed.
Intravenous drugs. • said no. She.sktid meln'd
had suwlth Ii nian In the past six months. I·said
yes. Though she didn't look at me strangely or ad
any differently, blood rushed to my face .• felt
humiliated. How had I ended up here, In this dlnlc,
on this rainy morning in May?
She rublM!dalcohol on my arm, tied a rubber tube
around my arm above my elbow, and got a needle.
My eyes grew wide. I've never liked needles; once
when I was sick. I passed out while my dodor drew
blood. I watched her stick the needle Into my arm. I
watched as the syringe filled with a deep red IIqulcL
My blood. (Iwill not pass out! I will not pass out!)

was

e'.,

i

"It is a crime to knowingly
expose another person (to the
HIVvirus, which causes AIDS,]
without their Informed consent.
To do so may result in prosecution and court-ordered subpoena
,of medical records which may
result in imprisonment."
This statement was both a
reliefand an irritant 1 felt assured
because the statement told me
that, hopefully, if a potential partner had been infected with HIV,
he would have to tell me.
However, if he has not been tested for the HIVantibodies, he'd be in the dark-so would I.
The woman got what she wanted and gave me a
cotton ball and Band-Aid in return. "We11have the
results In 30 days," she told me as she stuck the
Band-Aid to my arm, securing the cotton-ball in
place. Thirty daysl For some reason, I'd thought that
I would know before I left. I hadn't anticipated
waiting a month. The month from hell.

'

percent among persons
. with hemophilia or other coagulation disorder
Source:

Idaho

AIDSResponse
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.
share the results of the test 50 astc?guard against discrimination at wor/c,in seeking housing, or in obtaining insurance."
.'
This discrimination··does exist ,'ve witnessed only
some of it myself, and I feel a little inadequate talking
about it
.
In the movie Philadelphia, Andrew Beckett, played
by Tom Hanks, came to a harsh realization while doing
some research in a library. He read in a ruling of the
Supreme Court that people who have AIDSsuffer a
social death which precedes the actual physical one.
Sure,Philadelphia is
just a movie. But the
court case the fictional
character cited was
reel, A few days ago, I
was watching. that
movie for the second
time. The othe~ college
students I was with
made comments during the movie that
made angry adrenaline
rush into my bloodstream. I realized that
even among people I
socializewith, there are
those who believe in many stereotypes that need to be
broken down. I have a feeling a lot of people; lot of
good people-have heard a lot of bad information.
There's no reason for me.to believe that those fellow
students would treat me any differently if I had AIDS
than they might treat a person likeAndrew Becke~
The first week I was fine. I was confident and
secure. I ~adpradiced safe sex. I wasn't stupid.
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the Old West. It has no green lawn, no running
water. Only wild grasses and shrubs-sagebrush
and buckbrush mostly. However, the lack of lawn
Is more than compensated for by the view. On the
south, east, and west, are plain, ordinary mountains. However, on the north are the· Tetons, Jutting'sharply, majestically, to the sky. This Is where
the Tanners have buried their dead for over 100
years; ever· since Nancy Agnes Keys Tanner, a
stro~g Episcopalian widow, packed up her family
, and moved them from Menan, Idaho, to South
Park.
The Tanner' plot is not all
wild grass and sagebrush: fighting their way out of the wild
sad that covers most of the
graves are a few non-native
plants: a handful of irises and,
two or three pine trees. These
non-natives cling to life on the
windswept, arid hill. I'm surprised they've survived. It was
to water these hardy, living
plants-as well as to plant traditional chrysanthemums,
the
flowers of the dead (which
almost never survived the summer)-that we were driving to,
Jackson.
We stopped
in Victor,
Idaho-across the Tetons from Jackson-to use the
restrooms and get food. I bought an apple, and as '
we started driving again, my little brother asked
me if he could ha~e a bite. I said yes and handed,
it to him. I glanced at my father, who shot me a
concerned, horrified, condemning look. My stomach sank and swam. I'd broken the "don't-sharefood" rule.

-Therefore, I knew that I wasHIV-negative. But by
the end of _the second week, I was beslnnlns. to
doubt. "What ifs· plasued my mind: "What If the
condom had. hole-a teeny tiny hole-In Itr "'What
if the condom had slipped?·· As I'd ,'lay In ,bed at
nlSht, .trylns to sleep, doubts rush~d across my
mind. And my family didn't help matters. ';
One day, as my srandmother
was filling the
kitchen sink with water so she could do dishes, she
hauled out bottle of Clorox and began pouring it
In theslnk. She said that my mother had told her to
do this. She didn't
say if my mother told i

a

"As many as 50
percent
of those
infected with HIVmay
develop AIDS within
the first seven years of
infection."
Worrying
about
having HIV is not
something I do every
day. But somehow,
while waiting for the
results of my HIVantibody test, I can't rule
out the possibility that
maybe my test will
come back positive.
What would I do if I found out I had been infected
with HIV?Would I drop out of school since I couldn't
really pursue my career due to lack of time? Would I
move to a different town?
Would I educate groups of people about the dis, ease or would I crawl into a cave of self-pity? I would
hope that I would be strong enough to do the former.
Sure, I can say that right now because I don't think I'm
going to receive positive results in a week, so I won't
actuallyhave to followthrough.

.~~~~~'~~'
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was beginning to doubt.

On Memorial Day, I went with my family to
Jackson, Wyoming, to take care of the Tanner
family plot at the South Park Cemetery. This
cemetery, set at the top of small hill in the south
end of Jackson Hole, is like a time capsule from

THECANs

AND CAN NOTs
HIV is TRANSMlnED
through infected blood, semen, vaginal secretions and
breast milk. To get HIV, a person must get
infected bodily fluids into the bloodstream.
HIV CANNOT BE TRAN,SMmED through
toUCl1ing,hugging, shaking 'hands, sneezing,
'coughingorkissing.VouCAN'Tgetit
• fro.,,' toilet.seats,

rni~gJ;)921~.'

mosqUitoesorjrf~wi.,,-

'. ','.'
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No one Iknow has told me that they have AIDSor
HIV. I've only known people who've known people
who have AIDS.But I've seen sick people. I've loved
sick people.
My mother has been in the hospital with cancer
twice. The first time was the worst. A football-sized
tumor and a grapefruit-sized tumor were removed
from her ovaries. Preceding their removal, she
appeared to be about six months pregnant She had
pain and could not keep any food down-so she visited her doctor.
My mother also has multiple sclerosis. From time to
time, the disease gets worse, so
it's difficult for my mother to tell
whether her pain is caused by
MS or something else.
When I visited my mother in
the hospital in Salt Lake City,she
was pale, her slight 5-foot-9,
123-pound body incarcerated
within the metal bars that line
hospital beds. Sixtubes came out
of her side, chest and back, dripping, fillingsome container. An IV
bubbled to the right I remember
every detail inside that room- E807 at the University of Utah ;
Medical Center.
I was sure that she was going
to die.
I was a sophomore in high
school. I was worrying about who
would take, care of me after my single mother was
gone.
I felt insulted. I could understand their fear, but I
knew that the quantity of HIV in saliva was not
enough to, transmit' the virus: even if It was, how
would I get that much saliva on a plate ~r a fork or
a glass or an apple? Why didn't my parents believe
me when I said that I'd been safe? Why didn't they
kn.
that HIVcannot be transmitted via kitchen-'
""~'l)fl~';;'

'

ware? All they had to do was SO to the Idaho Falls
Library, find the p~mphlet printed by the idaho
. AIDS Fo~ndation-the pamphlet that told how HIV
Is and Is not -transmitted-and
read It. It was that
easy.
"Number one."
"Number one."
The words 'had to be repeated to' jar me from the
trance I had' fallen into while sitting in the Planned
Parenthood waiting room.
I hadn't been waiting long.
A counselor named Cheryl took me. into a private
room. We discussed the risk factors for being exposed
to the HIVvirus: Cheryl, a young woman, had a very
calming effect on me and made the whole experience,
which could have been a little tense, OK. She was
never nosy or judgmental, and she seemed to really
care about me and whether she was answering all of
my questions.
Cheryl explained the difference between anonymous and confidential HIVtesting.
Anonymous testing means a person never gives
their name to anyone at the clinic, and there is no
record of their test results. Idaho does not permit
anonymous testing. HIVtesting in Idaho is confidential. With confidential testing, a name is associated
with the test results, but these records are kept in a
locked cabinet apart from other medial records at
.the Clinic. Positive test results and names are
reported to the Bureau of Communicable Disease
Prevention.
'
By the end of June, I was a basket case. I had listened to the douiJts,the
-What its.· I was eonvinced that when· I called to get my test results 7th
Distrld Health was going to say something iike
"I'msorry, but your test results came back posi:
th,e.· ,I wanted to, ,kno~, but at the saine!lm • ..,,1
didn't want to know. What would I tell my fainlly1f
didn't want tei die: I wanted to live. I,really wanted '
to live-the first time I'd adually felt the desire to
live in about five years.
The counselor led me to a room to have my blood
drawn. I have great veins for this procedure, and needles don't bother me. The counselor was very accommodating, asking if the rubber band tied around my
arm was too tight, and if I preferred to look away
while she slid the needle into the skin opposite my
elbow.

I got a cotton ball, a
Band-Aid, and it was
over. Fast Easy.
I was told to return
in seven days for my
results and a counseling session.
I have a little bruise
and a red dot on my
skin, but in a few days,
I'll also have inner
peace-I hope. ,

I got my results.
"Negative.·
,..... A few days after I
got the results, m~
mother told me thdi
she
hoped
I'd
learned something
from thisexperience ....Ves,·1 told her. However,
what she thought I'd learned and what I adually
did learn were two entirely different things. I
~hink she thoughtthall'd
learnedhow evil homosexuality. actually was. Au contra Ire. I realized
somethlnimore
hnportant: I learned that I love
life. And I learned the value and importance of
safe sex. I meal'l, no sex-not even the best sex-is
worth dying for. '
'
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Only

*

Earn BSU credit for studies throughout
U.S. and world

*

Summer, semester and year-long programs

*

For more information, call:

208-385-3652

$m. Oraboul $21. a monlb,t

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER:

we're not just making It easier Cor)'OO to buy a MacIntosh; we're making It easier
foryoiJ to buy something eIse}'Oll really need-time. Because for a Umlted
time, with the Apple Computer Loon aM 9O-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you C3Il
own a MacIntosh personal comp~ printer, CD-ROM drive or other perlph-

eraIs without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complleated forms and already great student prIclng. and the easy-to-tise
MacIntosh is now lncredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loon and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives ~ the
Ann1 J.
power every student needs. The power to be your tiest~

1F1EBOQKsrORE
Juu -Boise State University

npJ!le.

HOURS:
MON.-TUES.
WED.-FRI.
SAT.
PHONE:

8AM-7PM
8AM-5PM
lOAM-5PM
385-1195
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Because there is no cureooo
.Community Education

.Support Groups
.caregivers

for Persons with AIDS

.HlV Prevention

.Safer SexMethods

.Information and Referrals

No matter what }QU tell }QurseIf, no matter when }QU start, .. you're going to
find }QurseJf worldng on that class project the night before it's due. Probably all
night. And that's why your campus Kinko's is open 24 hours a day, eveIY day.
WIth CYC1)'Ihing}QU need to make sure }Qur project looks it's best.

345·2277
1·800·677 -AIDS·

And, BSUstudents receive a 10% discount on all Kinko's services.

691 S. capitol Blvd., Boise. 342-7995
Open 24 hours a (h]~7 days a week.

Discrimination

)/~~UR
SOURCE' FOR
VL"OLIVEENTERTAINMENT

Harassment
Disability
Accommodations

4801 Emorald stnat.

Sexual Harassment

D

for 1 Well, Wine, or Draft
aS p.m. to 11 p.m.
oMonday Night Blues by
oD.J. Pitts and the Cold Front
oNOCOYER
02

Assault.
Hostile Environment
Sexual Assault

WEDNESDAY

Retaliation

.8 p.m. to 11p.m. $5·Cover
, .$.75 Any Drink, $.50
Longnecks,
$.25 Drafts, $2.50 pitchers
.Free TacoBar

For questions, assistance &
information about these
issues contact:

Dr. Betty Hecker
Affirmative Action Office .
Administration Bldg, 215B
385·1979 or 385·3648

TrY

Bol.o. Idaho 81700

-Live Rock n"Roll
0$1.50 Red Dog Beer, 8 p.m. till elose
oFree Hot Wings
oNoCover
THURSDAY

.Ladies Night
oFree Champagne till Midnight
(Ladies Only)

.Live Rock n' Roll
NDA

.2 for 1 Wen Drinks till 11 p.m.
oNoCover

385-1436

Leave message
evenings and weekends

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
find one. But if you're a nursing student who wants to be in

~~~~R~
~

command oEyour own career, consider
the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as
a competent pro·fessional, given your own
patients and responsibilities commensurate

with your level of experience .' As
an Army officer, you'll command the

respect you deserve. And with the added
benefits only the Army can offer-ea $5000
signing bonus, housing allowances and 4
weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in command of your life. Call1-SOO-USAARMY

ARMY ~URSECORPS. IE ALL YOU CAN IE.

CLOTHES TO
WEAR
• Mossimo
• Stussy
• Gramicci
·~Simp'e
• Airwalk

Stephen Buss
•

gives
•

•

irec Ion

to the cast of
A Funny Thing
Happened on the
Way to the
Buss didn't know that he had the right people for
the cast, They had to be people who could work in and
through an audience and not so much concentrate on
characterization but concentrate on what's going on.
"If you an identify the three main characters, then the
rest of the people you kind of take your chances on;
Buss said "Fortunately, everyone else worked out also."
The Morrison Center' stage is a burden on some of
the actors, Buss said. Out of the 18 actors in the play,
only six of them have ever been on a stage the size of
the Morrison Center, so 12 of them will have something
new to deal With. They will have to learn how to project their character and their voice to fit the size.
"It's a commitment on all our parts; Buss said
Buss says this play is one where people should be
able to sit back relax and escape from the drudgery of

MICHEllE SCHWEND
Campus Arts Editor
Another musical is taking shape to be performed in
the Morrison Center on Feb. 23, 24 and 25. The director
of the show, Dr. Stephen Buss, has been with BSU for
the last 15 years. During that period, he has primarily
been a scenic designer but he did do some directing on
the side. For seven of those years he was the chairman
of the theater department which was when they were
initially seuling into the Morrison Center but he then
went back to being a designer, director and the senior
I'acult y person.
Dr. Buss says that his main area of interest is in
musical theater. He says that everyone starts out with a
list of plays that they would eventually like to do during their career. "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way
to the forum" was one of the plays on his list but he
said that he had to wait for the right combination of
people. This year, it looks as if he found them

whatever.
"And hopefully laugh yourself silly," Buss said.
Buss says the songs in the musical actually allow an
audience to sit back and relax for a moment because of
".j!ii '\ !t.;
\u ••·~,"l.V'-
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all the farcical comedy going on within the story itself.
There are misunderstandings, hidings, scheining and
chasings going on that allow for that to happen.
The play is about a slave who's one desire is to have
his freedom.
"There's no great message," Buss

said,

"It's just great

comedy:
This musical, according to Buss, has all the added elements of the music itself plus the need for dancing and
coordinating with the orchestra. He says he is fortunate
that he has the choreography staff that he has. He has
been working with Dr. Baldwin since 1986 and their
ideas have meshed.
"I know I can walk away and not worry about what
needs to be fixed because they will fix it; Buss said. "It's
a wonderful cast,"
For the future, Buss says that when and where he
does the other plays he still wants to do hasn't been
decided yet. This will be his last production for this
year at BSU.
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Idle Time-

Some Zines 4 a multimedia exhibition of underground and alternative magazines and newsletters
(zines) by artists and eccentric format publications by
artists and non-artists will be on display Nov. ZO,1995
through Jan. 15,1996 at the BSU Student Union
Gallery.
Artists and publishers of eccentric format magazines and newsletters may submit publications for
exhibition consideration through June 1,1995.
Publishers of zines selected for the exhibition will
receive a freecopy of the four-color exhibition
catalog which profiles selected publications and
their publishers.
,
For more information or to submit publications,
contact Tom Trusky, Director, Hemingway Western
Studies Center, BSU,Boise, Idaho, 83725.Phone 3851999.Fax' 385-4373.E-mail:
RENTRUSK@IDBSU.lDBSU.EDU.

A'I-stars
The BSU symphonic Winds will be joined
by the All-star Honor Band for an evening of
concert band music wednesday,
Feb. 11 at
7:JO p.m. in the Morrison center Main Hall.
Guest conductor for the program is Victor
Markovich,
director
of bands at Wichita
state University and one of the best-known
clinicians for high school honor bands.
Tickets to the concert are $4 general
admission,
$1 seniors and free to BSU students. faculty and staff and are available at

J

by selena

Chocolate!
On Friday, Feb.10 the second annual, non-profit
celebration of chocolate will be held at the Esther
Simplot Performing Arts Academy at 516S.9th,
from 7 p.m. to 11p.m. The event is sponsored by
Ballet Representatives and Volunteer Organization
and the Boise Advertising Federation and benefits
Ballet Idaho, as well as BAF educational programs
which include scholarships for advertising students attending both BSU and U of I.
Area chocolatiers and restaurants will have
chocolate edibles available to sample and purchase. House of Hoi Polloi will perform and there
will be a silent auction and raffle.
Tickets for $20 a person will be available at
the door. For more information call 343-0556.

Lambright

Idle timeis on my handsStill lookin' forthat master planThe one that tells me
what's in storeAnd leads me to
The open door~as
I sit hereWith time to ponder
I'm prayin' real hard ,~.,
That I won't wanderToo far awayFrom the maker's handAs I await
My next command-

Selena J. Lambright. a freshman, is pursuing a BA degree in
music. She has been writing poetry for about three or four years.
She is not deeply religious, but this poem, as she says, "sums up
my view, my belief in a Great Spirit." In the future, she would
like to write lyrics for rock songs. Her poem "Night-time Love"
appeared in the November 9, 1994, issue of The Arbiter.
edited

by Rhett Tanner

the door.
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HOLOCAUST DIARY:

Mu

, fragments, and over the years the
artist reconstructed
his original

WATERCOLORS OF TEREZIN
GHElTO LIFE BY ELI LESKLY
Boise Art Museum
Febmary 11- March 12, 1995
joining in the Boise community's commemoration of the life of
Anne Frank and the events of
Holocaust, Boise Art Museum is
proud to present Holocaust Diary.
Watercolors of Terezin Ghetto
Life, a collection of watercolors
created by a jewish artist under
the harsh conditions of concentration camp life.
In 1942, Czechoslovakian
Eli
Leskly was captured by the Nazis
, and sent to Ghetto Theresienstadt,
also know
as Terezin.
At
Theresienstadt, the Nazis tried to
deceive International Red Cross
inspectors
by staging a fake
"happy community" of jews, while
in fact inmates were regularly
being sent East to death camps.
For three years, Leskly secretly
painted ironic caricatures depicting
the tragic truth about life in a Nazi

works.
This exhibition of 24 works,
displaying both the original fragments and their reconstructions, is
lent by the Martyrs Memorial and
Museum of the Holocaust, Los
Angeles, with the support of the
Idaho Anne Frank Project.

camp.
In April 1945, when the Nazis
were searching for incriminating
documents and drawings, Leskly
cut up his paintings and hid the
pieces. After the Liberation, Leskly
and his wife recovered the hidden

BETWEEN HOME AND

HEAVEN: CONTEMPORARY

5

e u m

of The Idaho Statesman
and
Gannett Communities Fund
Using both traditional
and
experimental techniques, the photgraphers in this exhibition share
with us their intense
visual
responses to the landscape and
offer diverse apporaches to the
subject of nature. In the 1990s, the
landscape cannot be considered
neutral territory, and representation of the land has become an
issue in itself. As artist Mark Klett
states, "The landscape is not so
much a paradise to long for, as it is
a mirror that reflects our own cul-

tural image."
Paying tribute to the natural
PHOTOGRAPHY
beauty of the land, which has often
been considered our nation's speBoise Art Museum
,
February 11- April 2, 1995 cial endowment, are Robert Glenn
Ketchum's Voyage of LifelHomage
How do we picture the land in to Thomas Cole, Mary Peck's
the late twentieth century? Boise Everglades, and Richard Arentz's
Red Maple in Wind. More characArt Museum's exhibition of one
teristic of contemporary concerns,
hundred thirty photographs from
though, are images reflecting
the
Smithsonian's
National
Museum of American Art offers a nature and culture in contrast. In
john Pfahl's Niagara Power Project
wide-ranging look at the current
state of the landscapes as seen by scenes, Stuart D. Klipper's Snake
River Gorge Bridge, Twin Falls;
contemporary
artists.
PhotoIdaho, and Robert Dawson's
graphed throughout the United
Flooded Salt Air Pavillion, manStates, the images include romantic
made objects combine with the
views of the wilderness, documenessential forms of nature to convey
tary images, panoramas and studio
an intriguing beauty.
fabricated landscapes. Betuieen
Other photographers engage
Home and Heaven is brought to
in
more
direct critique of our culIdaho with the generous support

AMERICAN LANDSCAPE

ture's relationship to the environment, documenting
what artist
Terry Evans calls "the beauty of
destruction." Peter Goin's Nuclear
Landscape Series and Richard
Misrach's views of bomb sites
and dead animals present repellent subjects in an attractive and
even sumptuous way. As these
photographers act as messengers
for land, we gain a new understanding
of the challenge
of
cohabiting with nature in a complex age.

FLOW: A
TRANSCONTINENTAL

pedestrian traffic, and the ups and
downs of elevators in high-rise
buildings.
According to Zentz, "time, place,
and environment are concrete elements which define our experience. Our notions of who and
what we are, are determined largely by where we think we are."
Flow investigates a line stretching
across America, connecting the
city of Seattle, Zentz's Montana
ranch, Chicago, and Washington,
D.C. At each location, different
activities or natural events were
recorded. The complex patterns
have been translated into a musical score which is played by the
four instruments
designed and
,

SOUNDWORK ...
SCULPTURES BY
PATRICK ZENTZ
Boise Art Museum
Febmary tt-April 2, 1995
Montana artist Patrick Zentz is
nationally
known
for
his
sculpures that interpret natural
and human facets of the environment. Flow: A Transcontinental
Soundwork consists of beautifully
crafted large-scale instruments
designed to create diverse musical
effects by playing a "score" based
on "such phenomena as the patterns of wind, waves, vehicle and
.. ,.

~ ',•• , 'J-.

built by Zentz.
Flout consists of four musical
scu 1pt uresWa ve ITra ffi c
Translator, Fence, Chicago Piece,
and Crank-as well as a recording
of the overall symphony
of
sounds made by the instruments,
The listener hears all four instruments at once, but each one dominates the soundtrack in turn, following a geographical sequence
across the country from Seattle to
Washington, D.C: It is as if the listener is traveling on an airliner,
several thousand feet above the
planet, while simultaneously perceiving through musical sounds
the buzz of activity taking place
below on the land .
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VALENTINE'S

DAY

DOESN T H AVE TO

Music Editor

The Crazy Horse, Boise's premier all ages club, will stay open
under new management.
"The club will be operated in conjunction with Pirate Radio; said
Rochelle Smith, the station's program director.

LAURA DELGADO

Aaron Michaels, a disc

Film Culture Editor

jockey at Pirate Radio, is

Valentine's Day is around the
corner and I bet you have no
idea where to go or what to
do. Lers look at some of the

in charge of booking the

possibilities:

1. Red Lobster

at 1455 S.
Capitol. Phone is 338-1341.
Hours are 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. They
don't take reservations, but you
can call on Valentine's Day and
have your name put on a waiting
list When you arrive, you will be
seated ahead of all the people
that simply walked in. This is a
great way to impress your friends!

'1

(And make new ones)
Warning! If you order a bottle
of champagne, be careful. , have
a still-in-the-c1osetgay
friend
who went there with her lover
to celebrate their first year of living together. When they ordered
champagne, the waiter asked if
they were celebrating
something. They boldly whispered,
"Yes, we're celebrating
our
anniversary." Before they knew
it, there were 10 waiters and
waitresses dancing, clapping and
singing around their table, carrying a little piece of cake with a
candle, loudly singing Happy
Anniversary at the top of their
lungs and asking them how long

They probably aren't used to
that kind of food though, so
keep them outside after they
have to puke.
eat. A friend of mine fed .her.
3. 8th St" Deli at 405 S. dogs the leftovers and then
8th. Phone 336-9177. Hours are allowed her dogs to sleep in the
house. The next morning, her
8 a.rn, to 10 p.m, Reservations
aren't taken, but you can order house smelled like a nursing
home and of course that was
your food ahead. Afterwards,
the day that all her old friends
catch a movie across the street
flocked from miles around to
at the 8th Street Marketplace:
look her up and boy were we all
Now this is always a fun
place to go. You can even order dismayed to find that her house
a heart-shaped pizza! I remern- smelled like holy hell.
ber one Valentine's Day I came
5. Rick's cafe at The Ricks
here with my son, he was about
at 646 Fulton. Phone is 342-4288.
two years old (I like my dates
young), and we ordered a heart- Hours are 5 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Reservations are necessary.
shaped pizza. Well, there we
The
menu includes about 10
were having a great time playing
entrees,
sandwiches and salads.
with straws and suddenly
I
This
is
close to the campus
smelled something that didn't
and
after
dinner
you can see a
have garlic in it. My son had
been at the daycare all day and movie! Or if you don't like
unfortunately they had let the lit- what's playing, rent a video!
With the purchase
of two
tle tyke drink too much apple
juice andwell ...we had to get a entrees, you can rent a video for
free. Or go back to BSU and
to-go box.
catch Armand Assante- prancing
4. The Renaissance at around in pantyhose in Fatal
Instinct in the Special Events
110 S. 5th. Phone is 344-6776.
Reservations are a must. As of Center at 9 p.m. You might get

If you're bulimic, you'll be
thrilled, because then you won't

they'd been together.

2. Peter Schott's

on 10th
and Main. Phone is 336-9100.
Hours are 6 p.m. to 10 p.m,
Reservations are recommended.
The restaurant will be specially
decorated for Valentine's Day.
Warning!
The food
is
described
as New American
Cuisine. This must be for the
new American that doesn't
know that there are other
restaurants in this country that
offer bigger portions. Unless
your date is anorexic or you're
both anorexic, buying dinner
here could be a waste of money.
The servings aren't big enough
to put on a cracker. A can of
Slim Fast would be more filling.

Feb. 2, the only openings left for
Valentine's Day were after 9 p.m,
This is the best Italian restaurant in town. They offer an excellent wine list that includes nonalcoholic
bubblies.
The
Renaissance will be serving a
special Valentine's
Day five
course dinner that will cost about
$35 a person. There will be about

some ideas for later.

bands that will play at
The Crazy Horse,
"Hopefully I can get
the same type of bands
that have always played

New
Management
•
moves In on
Crazy Horse

.j
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there and more touring
acts; said Michaels.
Three weeks ago, the
word on the street was
that

The Crazy Horse

would close at the end of
January. I paid my last
respects to the historic
Boise club

;ll

a poorly

attended, but loud and
glorious Stunrman show

bodies in the heatless

•• J'

Horse to generate any warmth so we stood near the stage hoping

10 .

soak up the band's excess energy, It's not the classiest place in town, I
thought, but The Crazy Horse has a grungy appeal all its own.
Just as I prepared to write an obituary style article on The Horse's
demise, a fax from Pirate Radio arrived saying that the clubwould
stay open
The Crazy Horse is no stranger

10

change. Since its inception in the

'60s the club i1"s a variety of people at the helm, Paul Revere, of Paul

6. Taco Bell

at various
locations around town. This is
the most economical (cheapest)
place to eat and their food is
always good. Afterwards you
should go over to the Plaza
Twin Theaters on Overland and
see a movie for a buck. It
doesn't matter what's playingten entrees to choose from.
it's a buck! If you don't like the
Warning! If your after dinner
movie, just sit there and cut up.
plans include anything besides
Make fun of the movie, talk all
sitting around and exclaiming
how full you are, then this isn't through it-have a great time. If
, the place for you. Don't let your- the people in front of you turn
self eat all the food 'that they around and tell you to shut up,
serve you. I know-it's expensive this is what you do: Growl at
and you don't want to waste it- them. I mean it, growl at them.
Show some teeth. I guarantee,
but you'll be miserably full.
Instead, ask for doggie bags they're not going to mess with
you again.
and give your canines a treat.

Revere and the Raiders, was the club's original owner, In those days,
the establishment was called The Crazy Horse Bar.
Although The Crazy Horse was remodeled and reopened in 1981,
it wasn't until 1989 when local promoter Allen Ireland took over that
the club operated with any consistency. Co-lesees Forrest Orr and Ian
Waters took over the operation last summer. The club has proudly
remained true

to

its "all ages always" slogan providing many Boise

teens with a place to go listen to local and national bands.
Orr and Waters put on their final show January 28 with Freak in a
Jar, EI Dopamine, Room 101and Kid Corduroy sharing the bill. The
Pirate Radio sponsored "grand re-opening" last Saturday featured live
music from the bands Apocalypse and Mudflower.
Michaels said he plans to keep things the way they always have
. ·\:leenat The Crazy Horse.
"The main thing is variety:

14
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WED~TWAY
FACULTY
EXHIBITION through Feb: '17.

• BSUArt Dept

385-3994. Gallery 1, Liberal Arts
Building and Gallery 2, Campus
School Building. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
No charge.
.

• POINT OF DEPARTURE

art
exhibit by BSUfaculty artists, Patt
Turner, Natalie Barnes and Judy
Lombardi in SUB Gallery at BSU.
Exhibit to run through Feb. 24.
385-1223. 6:30 arn, to' midnight
weekdays. 7 arn, to midnight
. weekends. Includes acrylic paintings, sculpture and drawings.

• BETWEEN HOME AND
HEAVEN: Contemporary

• A ... MY NAME IS STILL
ALICE musical revue by Knock
'Em Dead Productions. 807 W.
Idaho. $12. Tickets available
through Select-a-Seat.

• CRY BABY at Dino's. 4802
Emerald. 345-2295. 9 p.m, Ladies'
Night Freechampagne for
women. No cover, Ages 21 and
over.

• THE ROCCI JOHNSON
Band at Hannah's. 621 Main. 345·
7557.9:30 p.m. Drink specials.
No cover. Ages 21 and over•

lessons from 7:30 to 9 p.rn, Music
starts at 9 p.m. $1 shot night. No
cover. Ages 21 and over.

F~.
• THE CLUTCH on Brava stage,
SUB at BSU.7:30 to 10 p.m, No
charge.

• HAROLD AND MAUDE
film in Special Events Center at
BSU.385-1223. 11 p.m. $2 general. $1 BSUstudents, faculty and
staff. 10 Ticket Booklets available
for $1~genereH
to BSU
s ~ts,
faculty and staff.

• FELT NEIGHBOR

at Tom
Grainey's. 6th and Main. 3452505. 9:30 p.m, Cover is a buck
or two. Ages 21 and over.

at Tom
Grainey's. 6th and Main. 3452505. 9:30 p.rn, Cover is a buck
or two. Ages 21 and over.

• COLD FRONT WITH DJ.

Pins

at Blues Bouquet. 1010
Main. 345·6605. 9:20 p.m. Ages
21 and over.

• ROSS CHARLES

at Flying M
Espresso. 5th and Main. 3454320. 8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. No
cover. All ages.

• THE ELVIN BISHOP
BAND at Blues Bouquet.

1010
Main. 345·6605. 9:20 p.m. $10
cover. Ages 21 and over.

• RAMBLER'S BLUES

at
Dutch Goose Bar & Grill through
Feb. 11. 3515 W. State. 342-8887.
9 p.m. $3 cover. 21 and over after
9p.m.·

••

Emerald. 345-2295. Free taco bar
and 75 cent drinks from 8 p.m. to
11 p.m, Music starts at 9 p.m. $5
cover. Ages 21 and over.

• FELT NEIGHBOR

Basement through Feb. 11. 107 S.
6th. 345-2955. Doors open at
8:30 p.m. $1, $2 or $3 cover. Ages
21 and over.

at The
Crazy Horse through Feb. 11.
1519 Main. 384-9330. 9 p.m. $5.
All ages.

• CRY BABY at Dino's. 4802

345-7557.9:30 p.m. ladies'
Night.$2 cover for men. Ages 21
and over.

• DEEP DOWN TRAUMA
HOUNDS at Grainey's

• LUSCIOUS FUZZ

American Landscape photography
on display at the Boise Art
Museum through April 2. 670 S.
Julia Davis Dr. 345-8330. 10 am,
to 5 p.m. Tues. through Fri. Noon
to 5 p.m. weekends. $3 general,
$2 seniors and college students,
$1 grades 1-12, under six free.

• THE ROCCI JOHNSON
BAND at Hannah's. 621 Main.

$1, $2 or $3 cover. Ages 21 and
over.

• REBECCA scorr & VICKI
STAGGI at Neurolux. 111 N.
11th. 343-0886. 9 p.m. $3 cover.
Ages 21 and over.

• SUBTERRANEAN POP
NIGHT at Grainey's Basemen~•
107.6th. 345-2955. Doors open at
8:30 p.m. $1 cover: Ages 21 and
over.

• QUESTION AUTHORITY

at
Mountain Billiards. Sponsored by
Pirate Radio. 15th and Grove.
342-9974.9 p.m, $2 cover. All
ages.

~ '. -d>.' J.

benefit Ballet Idaho and scholarships for advertising students at
BSU and U of I. House of Hoi
Polloi, chocolate samples and
chocolate auction.

~:It;;:~~~.~,:
~~'

• A ... MY NAME IS STILL
ALICE musical revue by Knock
'Em Dead Productions through

• HOOCHIE COOCHIE
MEN at Blues Bouquet. 1010
Main. 345-6605. 9:20 p.m. $1
well drinks. No cover. Ages 21
and over.

• HARPER VALLEY CIA at
Neurolux. 111 N. 11th. 343-0886.
9 p.m. No cover until 10 p.m.,
then $3. Ages 21 and over.

)Slrol~E

at Shorty's
Feb. 11. 5467 Glenwood.
9 p.m. $3 cover. Ages 21 and over.

• REDSTONE

at Shorty's. 5467
Glenwood. 323-0555. 9 p.m.
Ladies Night. Free champagne for
ladies. $2 cover for men, Ages 21
and over.

SA1j4
Feb. 11. 807 W. Idaho. Dinners
served at 6:30 p.m. Show starts at
8 p.m. $22.50 for dinner and
show through Select-a-Seat $12
for show only purchased at door.

TH~ ..
• AMY GRANT WITH r.AIIY:,·::,
CHAPMAN at BSU Pavilion.
385-1766. 7:30 p.m. $20.50-$30.
Tickets available through select-aSeat

• ANNE FRANK IN THE
WORLD: 1929-1945 international traveling exhibit on display
at Idaho State Hi~orical Museum
through March 8. 610 Julia Davis
Dr. 334-2120. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mon. through Sat 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sun. Admission is free, but donations are accepted.

::f
.-1

• CRY BABY at Dino's through
• D. J. TIMOTHY TIM at
Neurohix. 111 N. 11tho 343-0886.
9 p.m. $1 drafts. No cover. Ages
21 and over.

• RAMBLER'S BLUES at
. DutchGoose Bar & Grill. 3515 W.
Stat~. 342-8887. 9 p.m, $3 cover.
21. and over after 9 p.m.

• REDSTONE

at Shorty's. 5467
Glenwood. 323-0555. Freedance

Feb. 11. 4802 Emerald. 345-2295.
9 p.m. Bar tab giveaways. $3
cover. Ages 21 and over•

• THE ROCCI JOHNSON
Band at Hannah's through Feb.
11. 621 Main. 345-7557. 9:30
p.m. $3 cover. Ages 21 and over.

• FELT NEIGHBOR

at Tom
Grainey's through Feb. 11. 6th
and Main. 345-2505. 9:30 p.m.

• CAPITAL CITY YOUTH
BALLET performances in .
Special Events Center at BSU.
362.9644. 2 p.m. is Children's
Hour and 7 p.m. is Winter
Repertory. Matinee prices: $5
general, $3 students, seniors and
children, $12 group rate for families. Evening prices: $8 general,
$5 students, seniors and children,
$20 group rate for families.
Evening price includes matinee:

• BSU SYMPHONIC
WINDS and High School

AIIStar Honor Band at Morrison
Center Main Hall at BSU. 3853980. 7:30 p.m, $4 general. $2
seniors and free to BSU stu-

:"
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• BATTLEOF THE BANDS
. Finals at Bogie's. 1124 Front St
342-9663. Doors open at 6 p.m.
$7. All ages.

• DJ. PITTS AND THE
COLD FRONT BLUES
BAND at Dino's. 4802 Emerald.
345-2295.9 p.m. No cover. Ages
21 and over.

• HOOCHIE COOCHIE
MEN at Blues Bouquet. 1010
Main. 345-6605. 9:20 p.m. $2
cover. Ages 21 and over.

• BLUES ON TAPE at Blues
Bouquet. 1010 Main. 345-6605.
No cover. Ages 21 and over.

• INSTINaUALS

at Rying M
Espresso.5th and Main. 3454320. 8 p.rn, to 10:30 p.m. No
cover. All ages.

• THE BILLYCROGAN
FOUR, WIG AND KID
CORDUROY at Neurolux.

-/'

I

• FATJOHN & THE THREE
SLIMS at Tom Grainey's. 6th
and Main. 345-2505. 9:30 p.m.
Cover is a buck or tWo. Ages 21 and over.

111

• BINGO AT NEUROLUX.

N. 11th. 343-0886. 9 p.m. $3
cover. Ages 21 and over.

111 N. 11th. 343-0886. 10 p.rn,
tl? midnight. No cover. Ages 21
and over.

T41~n
• EARTH GIRLS ARE EASY
AND FATALINSTINa dou-

S4~~Av

• HAROLD AND MAUDE

film in Special Events Center at
BSU.385-1223. 2 p.m. $2 general.
$1 BSUstudents, faculty and staff.
10 Ticket Booklets available for
$10 to general and $5 to BSUstudents, faculty and staff.

at Dino's. 4802 Emerald. 3452295. 9 p.m. No cover. Ages 21
and over.

• FATJOHN AND THE
THREE SLIMS atTorn
at

Shorty's. 5467 Glenwood. 3230555.7:30 to 9 p.m. Ages 21 and
over.

• COCO MONTOYA BAND
at Blues Bouquet. 1010 Main.
345-6605. 9:20 p.m. $5 cover.
Ages 21 and over.

.BOI

• THE CLUTCH at Hannah's.
621 Main. 345-7557. 9:30 p.m.
No cover. Ages 21 and over.

• TECHNO DANCE MUSIC

• FREE DANCE LESSONS

ble feature in Special Events
Center at BSU.385-1223. 7 p.m.
$2 general. $1 BSUstudents, faculty and staff. 10 Ticket Booklets
available for $10 to general and
$5 to BSUstudents, faculty and
staff.

HOWDY

at Tom
Grainey's. 6th and Main. 3452505. 9:30 p.m. Cover is a buck
or two. Ages 21 and over.

• THE ELEaRIC PEACHES
at Neurolux. 111 N. 11th. 3430886. 9 p.m. No cover. Ages 21
and over.

Grainey's. 6th and Main. 3452505. 9:30 p.m. No cover. Ages
21 and over.

• VALENTINE'S DAY PARTY
AND OPEN MIKE WITH
DUG at Neurolux. 111 N. 11th.
343-0886. 9 p.m. No cover. Ages
21 and over.

• FREE DANCE LESSONS

at
Shorty's. 5467 Glenwood. 3230555. 7:30 to 9 p.m. Ages 21 and
over.

• BLUES JAM at Blues Bouquet.
1010 Main. 345-6605. Drink specials. Ages 21 and over.

... "".,
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Faculty Art Exhibit... a
JENNIFER SOILENDER
Visual Am Editor
I only wished to sit and drink a
cup of coffee in the "Left Hand
Chair." Then I could view the rest
of The BSU Faculty Artists Exhibit
in style.
Through Feb. 17, there are
approximately 90 works from the
24 full-time and 17 part-time faculty on display in Gallery l' at the
Liberal Arts Building, and in
Gallery 2 in the Campus School
Building.
Yeah, I sure wanted 10 gel
comfortable in that fabulous chair
by Duane Carver in Gallery 2. I
seem to be especially attracted 10
functional art, especially art that is
"comfortable."
I can tell "Left Hand Chair"
would be a very comfortable
chair. Even though iI'S constructed
out of plywood and steel, it looks
inviting. I learned that Carver wetled each layer of plywood, shaped
each layer into the wave-like
curve that makes the scat of the
chair, and then glued together the
layers. The err eCI is dazzling.
The structure of the chair is
done like a building, with support
systems holding the weight. The
plywood appears raw and untreat-

Lois proves
that

ed, but soft and flexible. Since creative people are noted for their
left-handedness, this could be the
chair that supports the weight
(mind and body) of the
creative artist
Diana Gipson's untitled (Box) pieces, made
from handmade paper,
also appear functional.
The style of Gipson's
boxes remind me of
sandra Lopez' work.
The boxes are like .,
nature nests, with birdl'/· ...
like material on the out+tI!i
~~: o:t~:;

~~:h:t::~;.·

up the side that 10Qk
somewhat like scars, b~~'
they also give the feel-. .._....,;:~;{:::n~:::
/:)
ing that t he box has ··"'",,,;;\",i:·"·· ..
been sewn. Sewing and
nesting
kind of go
together-maybe
these
arc personal nests of
sorts.
Ga ye'
Hoopes'
"Owyhee Autumn" and
"Columbia
Vintage"
watercolor pieces are strikingly
realistic. In "Owyhee Autumn," the
colors and the scenery bring the
feeling of fall to the surface like a
snap-shot of an October day. The

lit)

Oval,

ess

JASONS/MRS
Music Editor

Lois/Bet the SIcy/KRecords
lois' Bet the Sky supports the thesis that less
is more.
Most of the album's songs are played by an
acoustic/guitar with only drum accompaniment
by singer/guitarist Lois Maffeo and drummer
Heather Dunn. No studio trickery, no huge guitar
solos, just fine performances of damn good
songs.
"Charles Atlas" opens the album and sets the
folky pop atmosphere that dominates the songs
that follow. It is immediately apparent that
Maffeo can write well. Her lyricalabilities rival
those of LizPhair, both women have a sincere
and confessional tone. Here's a sample: "Child
with pail/For you I fell/Wished you at the wishing
well/long before I knew you'd be each page of
my diary/I loved the boy who kicked the sand
long before the arms made the man."
Maffeo's gift for melody construction is the
icing on the cake. Her vocal talent does wonderful justice to her writing. If I have a complaint
about this album it's that we are rarely treated to
Maffeo's vocal harmonies.
The simplicity of acoustic strumming and

._~_,-,._- -- •.... -.- .... - - - .._.-

- ....

clouds in "Columbia Vintage"
couldn't be more real.
I spent a J9k9f:Jime staring into
ChristinaRi~~;;~~s
acrylic piece

- --.

~'

-- ....

-

titled "In :rIle:
I was thtd'\Vhd
y t e bright
mustard borders-that
shade of
yellow has always been a put off
for me. I initially looked at the

mor

•

IS

painting from quite a few feet
back, but the closer I stood, the
colors drew me in to their motion.
.From far back, the intense
texture of the acrylic
looks like it was created by the artist running
a comb over the paint.
Closer up, though, the
sweeping
crevices of
paint look like deeply
ingrained brush strokes.
The white on the
right side of the painting
'., gives the piece most of
\:)ts texture, but the deep"~rcolored areas, the pur,pIes and blues, don't
:,ireally add any depth. It's
: like there is a storm of
paint raining down, and
there's a background of
darkness that can't be
penetrated beyond the
rain of color.
This left me feeling
like it was a surface
painting, as it imposes
into my environment
versus pulling me into it.
I think "In The Presence of Angels"
would be brilliant on a red walI, or
some other color than white.
Cheryl K. Shurtleff's "I, 2, 3, 4"
done with graphite on paper, left

me wondering. Was this a birth,
and if it was, of what? Since the
knife held by the hand that is
making the incisions is striped,
and the sharp plant/knife contraption that explodes out in picture 4
is striped, then maybe the birth
was of tiny knives. I wanted to
know more,
I was so excited to see Bill
Benson's "Council, Idaho" watercolor. I've driven through Council,
and probably not too many peopie have. This painting
is so
sweet, I want it over my bed to
protect me at night from scary
monsters.
I ran out of time before I even
got 10 Gallery 1 in The Liberal Arts
Building, but I did see that part of
the exhibit during the reception
on]an.20.
I was
taken
by Laurie
Blakeslee's "The Space Between
Us."This is photography I aspire to
do. The gelatin silver print has
glue on the frame, in a careless
manner, and I like this feeling-like
the glue just doesn't matter. So
what's a llttle glue, anyway.
Ronald Taylor's ceramic work
never ceases to amaze me. I've
thrown on the wheel, and so my
appreciation
is heightened
for
what he does with clay.

HEAR THE VISION
VISION.

Dunn's drums puts the attention where it
belongs; on the songs. From the honesty of
"Cover Yr.Eyes"to the pop of "Flamer" and
"Transatlantic Telephone Call" Loisdelivers the
goods. There aren't any throwaway tracks on this
10 song album, they're addictive and they leave
you wanting more than 26 minutes of Lois.

-_.- ----_.- ,-- .. _~_- ..

The: Music of Hildtgud vO.llBi.llgen
A very modem offering of the music of
Hildegard von Bingen, merging 12th century chant,
world beat rhythms and electronic soundscapes.

FROM THE Anger WHO BROUGHT YOU

CHANT
:·:··Ji::i;;:;::;:J;:::·;.I';M~;I;.Jli~il':::giE!;!·~i~;I~~;t'jrj:i~;~i;i.!

·ltasting· ···.8
books . music . video .... . TM
Fairview Be Cole· five Mile Be Over1and
~,
East Boise Be Apple

-.

T-wo essential

ingredients
for a perfedt
da.te:
A date and thiS.

It's everywhere
)IOU "Want to be:

(1:J

Visa U.S.A. Inc. 19940
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on the Side is About. ··
'

IAUIA DELGADO
'Film Culture Editor
Is a film really supposed to make the
audience laugh, cry and hurl? Is it fair for the
audience to go to a movie that has been .
billed as a comedy and flnd out that it's a
drama? Isn't this something like a church that

offers a free dinner and then forces the din'
ers to sing hymns during dessert?
Boys 011 the Side attempts to begin as a
comedy about a New York singer.jane
(played by Whoopi Goldberg), who gets
fired from her job and decides to move to
LA. She hooks up with Robin (played by
Mary.Louise Parker), a real estate agent
seeking a driver to accompany her to LA,
There aren't a lot of laughs until they hook
up with Holly (played by Drew
Barrymore). an air-headed, man-addicted
bubbleheacl who needs help breaking away
from her abusive boyfriend. Robin and Jane
are happy to help, but a serious situation
develops which causes the three women to
become wanted by the law,
The story progresses to a point where

podge?
If Roos had kept the main characters
restricted to Jane and Robin, the story might
have been believable. Instead, the audience
is constantly assaulted by the absurdity of
Holly, an idiot who jumps from one disaster
to another. Barrymore was darling in E T.
and believable in Fireslarler, but her cute
ways don't belong in this movie. The previews are wrong-this is not a "happy-golucky let's see three women go on a road
trip" kind of film. Hopefully, Barrymore's
next movie will celebrate her talent and not
use it as comedy relief from a.bad script.
If the story had been restricted to Jane
and Robin, the movie still would not have
worked, because the characters did not
have enough depth, The audience can't be
expected to empathize with one dimensional people, even if the character's situation
demands it.
It is not the actors' fault that this movie
is a bomb. Goldberg does a good job as
straight man to Parker's hysteria and
Barrymore's antics, but in the end the film is
a dramatic intermix of comedic cliches that
unsuccessfully strain to reach reality.

deal of time on Pay-Per-View.
The film takes you inside one
stress-filled day at New York
City's 4th largest newspaper, the.
New York Sun. This movie is like
ER, but for news people. It is
extremely fast-paced, covering
about 18 different storylines that
DAVE BOWMAN
are happening at the same time
Stoff Writer
while the characters struggle to
make a deadline.
Hi ho couch bums! This week,
If you leave to go get
direct to your couch from mine is
munchies
from the fridge instead
a host of videos that will give
of
making
the dog fetch them for
you an evil endorphin rush and
you and don't hit PAUSE, then
leave pinch marks in the cushyou will spend the rest of the
ions. If you don't get all jacked
night rewinding to find out what
up and begin to Sweat during
in the hell it was that you
these movies, then you should
missed. Every moment of this
see a doctor cause you are dead.
movie had me on the edge of
The first movie that I rented
my seat and it will make you feel
this week was The Paper starlike you really are right THERE in
ring a whole host of big name
the
middle of the action.
stars. The all star line up
Director
Ron Howard
includes Michael Keaton, Glenn
(Backdraft, Cocoon) has really
Close, Marisa Tomei, Randy
outdone himself this time. If you
Quaid, and Robert Duvall with
don't have butterflies dancing in
cameos from Jason Alexander
your
stomach from the very first
(Seinfeld) and Jason Robards.
scene
until the credits roll, then'
. This movie had a short run at
you slept through it This movie
the box office and spent a great

Videos offer'
couch 'taters a
view of the world

I",

the audience is sure that what is unfolding
before them is a light comedy about three
women on the lam until halfway into the
movie, when the storyline suddenly veers
off course and attempts to deal with the
seriousness of iiI V/ AiDS.
If this isn't enough of a switch in subject
matter, there's also a subplot that smellsa lot
like The Crying Game, (No, Goldberg doesn't
have a penis) which explores the fact that
love crosses over labels of sexual preference.
This is a beautiful topic, but-what is it doing
in this movie? Did writer Don Roos get a little sidetracked when he wrote this hodge-

After the fall from innocence
the' Legend begins
MARK DAVID HOUADAY
Stoff Writer
Legends of the Fall directed by Edward Zwick opens with an old Indian warrior
named pet, sitting beside a fire recounting the history of a family named ludlow. Pet
(played by Gordon Tootoosis) begins with a statement that foreshad~ the whole film.
"Some people hear their own inner voices quite clearly, and they hve by what they
hear. Such people become aazy. They become legends,"
Throughout the movie the family's correspondence is used as narration. This pro- .
vides a sense of historical realism. The opening narration ends with, "Every warrior
hopes a good death will find him, but Tristan -good lord- went looking for his."
Imagery of a bear also weaves throughout the movie, from the colonel's wife
Elizabeth leaving to escape the harsh winter and her fear of the bears, to the bear that
coursed through Tristan's soul. The film centers on "the favorite son" Tristan (played
by Brad Pitt), who is characterized by wild, rebellious, self destructive and anarchist
traits found in many western film characters,
.
The dashing younger brother, Samuel (played by Henry Thomas), is a head strong
idealist set out to prove his worth against the greatness of his father Colonel William
Ludlow (played by Anthony Hopkins), Samuel feels he must also compete with the
shadow of his two older brothers Tristan and Alfred, and the love of his fiancee
Susannah (played by Julia Ormond). Samuel shocks his family when he announces his
intention to travel to canada to join its military service and fight in the first World War.
His oldest brother, Alfred (played by Aidan Quinn), dedicated to truth, duty, God and
country immediately chimes in with his intention to joumey with Samuel to fight the good
fight Thislea.ds to Tristan tagging along more or less to keep an eye on his brothers.
Colonel Ludlow makes his views on war very c1earwhen he writes in a letter that
his sole purpose for setting up a homestead in Montana was to "shelter our sons
from madness, and now they go to seek it"
After the sons leave home, the movie continues on for another two spectacular
hours. The film is more ofa far reaching epic tragedy than a classiCalwestern even if the
bad guys do wear black hats. In the end only one of the characters has a "good death."
The orchestrated music by James Horner provides a pleasant and apt bac~drop to
the heroic actions and nefarious deeds of the sons as they travel the earth. The
breathtaking scenery adds to the whole of the film. Parts of the mo~e were filmed in
Jamaica and other exotic locations to provide a realism of the early 20th century.
The most remarkable aspect of this movie is the character development Each succession or failure is poignantly real to the viewer. As the characters adv~nce along
with history they are not overwhelmed by inventions and politics, rather, they accept .
or reject them at face value as we all do. We begin to know the characters and to
relate to them as we would any other human being. We feel their pain, joy, sorrow
and know that part of them lives inside of us.
This movie has academy award potential in most categories. It is a must see film. I
think my 13-year-old brother Chris (a staunch movie critic) summed up the movie
best when he smiled and said, "That was a good movie-I actually liked thatr

oriented, society of the future
was DEFINITELY WORTH IT and
world of the 1950's makes it
it is rated R for profanity, sexual
even funnier. Jennifer Jason
situations and adult content
Leigh does a great job as an
The last movie I looked at
undercover reporter and love
was The Hudsucker Proxy starinterest for Tim Robbins. Her
ring paul Newman, Tim Robbins,
.character is like a cross between
Jennifer Jason Leigh and Charles
Mae West and Scarlet O'Hara.
Durning. This movie had a very
This show tells a good story
Batmanesque
flavor to it I think
and you would have to be .
that it even used some of the
devoid of heart and soul to not
same sets, but it also has a flavor
like this movie. This movie was
and a feel that is truly all its own.
WORTH IT and is rated PG-13.
The story takes place in the
New out this month is the
hardass corporate world of
extended version of Bad Girls. It
1957. Waring Hudsucker (played
by Charles Durning) stars as CEO stars four of Hollywood's best
looking women: Madeliene
of Hudsucker Industries. I am
Stowe, Drew Barrymore, Andie
going to go ahead and ruin it for
MacDowell and Mary Stuart
you and tell you that Hudsucker
Masterson.
dies in the first three minutes.
It has a liberal sprinkling of
Enter Paul Newman, who is next
guys in the flick, but they were
in line to run the company. In
not really plot-essential.
.
order for him to run the compaI have a friend that told me
ny like he wants to, he needs to
she didn't like the film because
obtain more controlling interest.
it had lesbian overtones. Yeah
What follows is something
so7 like that has ever stopped
like Batman meets the Mask.
me from renting a movie!
The characters are hilarious and
Bad Girls is great! It has
the over exaggeration of the
plenty of action. It has adventure
mass production, bottom line

and best of all, the women are
sometimes
dressed in leather
and other times they have on
those off the shoulder western
dresses with handkerchiefs'
stuffed in their cleavage. They
ride horses, get chased, bathe in
small well springs and show a
side (albeit a naked one sometimes) of the western woman
that is tough as well as sexy.
This movie is definitely
WORTH IT.
ladies, you will like it
because it will allow you to bask ,
in the glowing strength of your
femininity and guys, well you
will just like it Rated R for some
nudity (breasts and butts), profanity ~nd violence.
.
Tune in next week for more
views and revievvs direct from
my couch to yours. Happy
Rentingl
That's it this week, so sit
down and try to relax with one
of these movies. Football season
is over and that homework will
wait for you to be in the mood
to do it Relax and enjoy a video.
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crime log

COMPIUD BY HOUlE BlANKENSHIP
Information provided by the Ada County Sheriff's Office .

Date Reported/Offense/Location
1.2Q-95/Grand Theft/SCience
1.24.95/ Attempted

Nursing Building

Burglary /1620 Manitou

1.24.95/Malicious Injury to Property/1S07

Oakland

1.2S.95/Theft/1700 University Drive
1.27.95/Vehicle Taken Without Permission/5832 Brian Way
1.27-95/Malicious Injury to Property/1342 Cotterell
1-27-95/Burglary /Pa vilion
1-28-95/Malicious Injury to Property /1342 Cotterell
1-30-95/Theft/Chaffee

Hall

2-1.95/Beyond Control (Runaway)/

11617W. Florida

AN ALTERNATIVE
TO DOWNTOWN"

II

HAPPY HOUR 5:00-6:30

DART TOURNEYS FRIDAY
POOL/ PINBALL/ VIDEO

610 VISTA336-4747
SIuIh_
AIcantaIa
Rob8fla AIo'/SIUS

~=Presencing the 1995

E
Co<rie~=
I<lrnb8rIy

~

=-=
~E
Maryllerg

GRILL. BAR
All you con eot BlQ Ribs $1.95 Indudes fries ond Coleslow
1326 Broadway

6777 Overland

Joe C8slor
Ja1c8 CaulIeId
lllll CI\aSlIIIn8
RacheaI ChIsmar
Tanya C1aJk-Goo<ge
BrlanCoIt
S8aneon
HeIslCticIlIon
PhI Crook
Erin eross-Bel<oodam
JohnCnm

And_DavIe
Vanja DeHaas
Jason Dulonhorst

Ben Duman
Sheila Dunn
HoIHDzUJak
Bmd Ebert

PaIJicia Egan
Ben EicheIbelger
Melssa

Famsworth
Laura Fee
DavId Flcl<s

Leadership quest
Graduates
Recognizing Established
&Emerging Leaders

didn't sign up (or ROTC as a freshman or sophoup to your classmates by attending
AnnyROTCCamp Challenge,apaidsix-weeksummercourse
in leadership training. By the time you have graduated fIom
college, you'll have the credentialJ o( an Anny officer. You'll
also have the discipline, experience and self-confidence it
takes to succeed in college and beyond.
It's not too soon to plan (or summer. Call Major Donna
Amsden at 385-3500.
I( you

more. you can still catch

Lynelle SImon
Celley Slagle
Smith
Renee SmIIh
satiesh SmIIh
Roger Somazzl

Christina

MTy StlMlrlS
Cellae Sti'lllfS

Denielle Taggart
JohnTeei
TIna TeilmaM

-,~

SIDpharie Tenel
·.NanaTomlS
TrorTomlS
Mlnlque Vega
Joen Wei Van Lee
Todd Wlllk8r
Travts Wells
RobIn Weard8n
Rene6WhIID
Julie WilIamS
VlcId WIlls
JemIIer WoodIIeId
Jon Wo<1II8n
BartlWrlllhl.
Saundra 'Itlung
Krisly 'l\Jnker

I

ARMYROTt

Kirsten Fox
Jason Friday
Jell Friday
Philp J. Gallaway
C8lia Gardner
CeroIyn GIesler
NeleGiIam
ChaJ1en8 GinIin
Jennifer GIUSh
ScoII HabbeIll1ad
Sl-.Haler
Gary Hall

Jim Harper
MaryHaull

WIIIH8COl
Joshua Henly

eermen Hamandez

-foUl

_Isom
JeInlIne JarNik
Ck1dy Jerome
C. BlaIne Johnson
Traci JohnIlon
CortaJones
Kalhy KaeIer-Marlin

UzKJng
JenaKnolT
Shelby Korte

Mike KorzenlawSId
P.K. f(uIandasumy
Shanna Lanham
Andr8a laValle
ShllI18 Lee
ScoII A. Looney
Cindle Lopez'
Trisha lcMJlend
Robert Lucus
sam MaIdweII
Jeanne McCombs
Megan Miller
Martha Mosqueda

Megan Wier

seen

Murphy
, sergio MyenI
KaID Neilly Bell
John Nellleton
Kristie Nielsen

David Nielson
Juana NoIesal
SusenNwcoU
Slephenie Olsen
PelerOwayo
Jason Palmer
Broil Palemoeter
RodPaylon
lolen Paerson

Deldere Ann Pan\Ol1y
JamesPelllZ
Tuan \Along Phem
DamyPorter
Tyler Posey
Rebecca PTescoII

sabino RamileZ
Ks\/ln Rasmussen
KalIc8Ray

ConnIe HalIgeen

C8miIa Hansen
SUzannah Hansen
BoIlbI HarbIck
TlnaHartey

Ilrisl Hoyt
.......
HunnIculI-Ferrta

GInger Letmann
Brandy Rutledge
Robert Sanchez
NIna Sanderson
Jacqueline SClnJpp
KyieSealh
CmIg Shanholtz

MTyFofila

SUMMER SCHOOL fOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOR

RyenHiI
V8IlHoang
Hogle
BllIndl Hostetler

cennen

Mirna

MIIal Reed

Sponsmrd by:
SJudmt Union c!rAaivities,Studmt ResidmtiaJ
lift, Studmt Programs Board, Tht VzctPrtsidmt

fin Studmt Affairs Offict, Tht Boise
State Univtrrity FourulJztion.

Trida Richey

Robef1s
CherIes RodrIguez
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taying in shape takes training. Serious cyclists

often spend hours on tread mills to ensure
human

pedaling

machine

pedals-skiers

their

often

keep in peak shape with a variety of.off season activity.

...

For an athlete

to harvest the natural high (endor-

phins and adrenaline)

they must have a well oiled

physical machine.
For several northend

vertical wall enthusiasts

ing has come close to home.

train-

So close that gelling out

of bed can be done with a series of holds rather than
steps.
These climbers
this winter

have invested

to ensure

their time and effort

their climbing skills don't atrophy

by building a home gym.
When not in class, on the slopes or at work they'
can be found hanging on stellar roof and inclined
holds in the bedroom gone gym. The ceillngIs high
enough-eight
maybe nine feet-and the room long
enough

to accommodate

forearm torture.
Jason, brainchild

over 30 holds and ho~rs of

of the fake rock treadmill, said its

the best way to keep in shape. "You race you got to
train,"

he said adding that most serious climbers

indoor

walls to supplement

The fact/climb
stitutes

their climbing

use

time.

of it is that fake walls are only sub-

for those real geological

moments.

"Fake walls are not the same as the real thing," said
Randal, co-designer

and rock treadmill

explained

it is just another

superstar.

He

part of the climb-

ing lifestyle, Fake walls can never replace
natural

the

high of true granite and multi-pitch

climbing

routes with the desired 5.10 and

beyond.

"It's hard to be ben ide (the old

school term for a wanker
ing- sleeping

the creativity

move while climb-

in your harness?)

when climb-

northend

used in building

guys fashioned

few bolts, sandpaper

ing at home," Randal
said referring
climbing

to the'

wall.

Making a climbing
wall takes a few
essential

components.

The space to put the

Making a climbing wall
takes a few essenl:ial
components. The space
to put the wall and the
hand h91ds to craft it.
include some

and possibly a connection

to get

to adapt a room into an ever changing

has a

article on home wall

building

including

material

lists.

design tips and

Randal said home wall enthu-

handhold

positions

to
.

chal-

and easily.
Hand holds range in price and will cost
dollars to make a wall
on

PHOTOS BY RUSS WOOlSEY/THE
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but

make it worth

quickly

climbing. This of course depends

in the Northwest,

you don't have to match that level of false rockness

lenge with a "peg board" setup allowing

worth

detailed

the Metolius wall located near Smith Rock, Oregon,

cheap hand holds.
Jason and Randal used these components

several hundred

The Nov./Dec., 1994 issue of
Rock & Ice magazine

the size of the biggest climbing gym
ingredients

them to change

a sixer of micro-

siasts will never come close to

holds to craft it.
creativity

from two by fours, a

and possibly
brews.

wall and the hand
Other necessary

custom holds-the

several
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Last night I heard a tail of a few men who
came. up a pitch short on the eleven pitch climb up
the Elephant's Perch in the Sawtooths,
They had to spend the night unprepared on
the rock in their harnesses thousands of feet off the
ground.
At the same time you have the incessant fear
that all may not go as planned and the arrogant self
assurance that it will only happen to someone else,
This is the baggage anyone striving to escape
will find on their topographic maps.
Knowing that at any moment an avalanche
may break or a climber might slip or a tube may blow
forces awareness. We surrender the power to dictate
what will happen the moment we step into Idaho.
We point to the dark spots on the map and say
"remember the time," We all have our stories each
with its own twists.
'
The sheer amount of terrain we have to
explore in this grand state offers a playground beyond
a lifetime's explorations.
There are certainly peaks left unclimbed-with
many a snowfield never crossed with skis or boards.
The immensity is too much for 'even the most aggressive to discover and learn.
We can only know the basics: The Boise
Mountains, the Salmons or the Sawtooths. If 'we are
lucky the Selway-Billerroots and the Bruneau River
will come along our trail someday.
The more we see in the shining massive walls
and valleys, the more we realize we have seen nothing at all compared to the expanse of what is there.
We pinpoint a peak and say "I was there," then
we step back from the map and realize that we did
not see even the beginning of the Northern Rockies.
Respect, preparedness, awareness of space-primary tools taken into the hills.
, We go nowhere without our attitudes, but to
the trees and rock we have to take our modest frailties along for every foot of the climb. In that climb,
we must see bot I) the towering peaks and the scurrying millipede. Both hold the spirit of the hills.
In reward we gain a vision and voice for the space.which stands above the plastic world.'
.

Editor's note: Warning! Read This'is how
naturalists react when they spend too much
time working under fluorescent lights and
listening to the monotonous buzz of computers computing. ,
One may focus their world into the
smallest of spaces.
The rock may be huge but on the
climb the next ten feet are the primary
source.
Is it the entire watershed, the mountain chain or the square foot in the middle
of the rolling meadow that catches our
thoughts?
On the wall of home lies a six foot
poster of Idaho-Geological with peaks and
altitudes just as many throughout town It
puts the entire expanse of this region onto a
space captured by one gaze.
People talk of their play with the
spirit of the wild. Grand allusions of fantas- "
tic voyages that were so close to misery or
just as near to Nirvana. Not quite there but '
on the edge for the duration.
Destination is always the key, where
were you?
These arc the tales of the folks who
'travel to where we may do what we will, in'
the absence of man. When we play in the
hills or the desert or the water we achieve
our natural suffrage, our organic vision.
,We gain a voice for the wild A voice
grounded in the where and how of our
adventures. We cannot explain the place,
only our tolls in reaching the peak.
That voice often speaks in Idaho.

The Wilderness First Responder
class will be an introduction to backcountry
rescue taught by an emergency room nurse
and .wJlderneSs EMT.
Classroom sessions wJff be held at
the end of February and several classes will

RockCiym open
for. evening
•
sesrons
TheBSU climbing

21

The all season climbing gym has been servicing
be in session through March; The field seshand holds to students for over five years and is operated by slon will be held on March 25 and 26. The course has been
Ing evening hours.
the BSUOutdoor Adventure Program.
'
described by the ODP as a thorough course offering valuOver 20 top ropes and multiple ascends are availFor more Information call the Outdoor Adventure able Information.
' ,
ble for climbers from 6:30 tolO:OOp.m; Tuesday to Thursday Program at 385-1592.
The 5275fee covers the class/field sessions (books,
and on weekends from 3 to 6:30 p.m.
Instruction, transportalon) and the American Red Cross
gym Is open for public use dur-

Lea rn survlva
• I·In t he

The gym doesn't provide rentals- forget an eight
and they may be able to help. Student climbers will need 53
in addition to shoes and a harness. Non-students will need
54. Multiple day/evening passes can be purchased (five
buck saving on a 10day pass) Group rates also exist for parties ono or more with a leader, saving each person an extra
The BSUOutdoor Program is offering classes in
dollar. '
winter mountaineering and saftey.

backcountry

Certification card.'
.
'
To registerfor this and other classes offered by the
Outdoor Program drop by the BSUPhysical Education
Office, Room 203 in the Old
5 Gym. Office hours are Monday
8
through Friday, a.m. to p.m.

....
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Schultz I~ead~way
in' romp over ISlJ
SeDlT SAMPUS
Sports Editor

~

~~~;:",L~:9~'yZ',.~;fI.
BSU's Phil Rodman drives to the hoop against Cal Poly SlO last week.

Injuries haunt BSU
Broncos, without Coker, lose to ISU
his foot
Guard Damon Archibald, who has just
returned to the team after a knee injury,
still .remalns at less than 100 percent and
With a rash of injuries still haunting
guard Bernard Walker is still recovering
the BSU men's basketball team, things
from a knee injury earlier this season.
didn't look good going into last Saturday's
Still, BSU is trying to make due with
rnatchup against a talented Idaho State
what it has.
team.
After winning a scrappy, yet effective
And, as many people suspected, BSU
game against hapless Cal Poly San Luis
walked away from Pocatello with a loss,
Obispo Jan. 31, the Broncos lost a tough
78-Q8,But the Broncos showed they were
physical game Saturday night against posa team that wasn't about to give up Withsibly the best team in the Big Sky
out a fight
Conference, Idaho State.
"fm real proud of our guys," BSU head,
The Bengals (14-4;5-2),secured a tie for
coach Bobby Dye said in a postgame radio
the top position in the Big Sky Conference
interview. "Considering the situation we're
with the win. ISU led the entire game,
in, we battled pretty well."
three times by as, many as 15 points. And
Injuries are still proving to be a major
although the Bengals didn't make a single
factor for BSU down the stretch. The
field goal in the last eight minutes,th~y
Broncos ha ve lost a big part of their
put the Broncos away with outstanding
chemistry in the absence of center John
free throw shooting.
Coker.
Despite the Bronco loss, BSU built
Coker, who leads the team in scoring
strong momentum by shaving a 15 point
with 17.5.po!nts per game, as well as deficit down to three late in the game
rebounding and shot blocking, might pos- against the Bengals. The comeback led to
sibly miss the rest of the season. He
bubbling
optimism
for this week's
underwent surgery for a stress fracture
last week and 'had a screw inserted into

OllIS STUlTON

Until Friday's game in Pocatello, the BSU'
women's basketball team hadn't been doing
too well on the road in conference play.
But against Idaho State the Broncos not
only did well, they were great.
Boise State .collected its first Big Sky
Conference road win against the Bengals, 6447, to up its league record to 5-2,11-8overall.
With the win the Broncos are one game
back from league leader Montana, which sits
atop the Big Sky with a 6-1 record-the one
loss coming at the hands of BSU,
Guard Michelle SChultz did it all for the
Broncos in Friday's thumping.
SChultz, who leads BSU and the Big Sky
in scoring, racked up a game-high 26 points
while pulling down six rebounds and handing out four assists in her 36 minutes of
play.
Center Verna Guild had another strong
game as well, scoring 12 points and grabbing
seven boards. Guards Kellie Lewis and Kim

Brydges had fairly solid games as well, as
Lewis had nine points and four assists, while
Brydges scored seven and had a team-high
eight rebounds.
The win on the road could be important
for the young BSU squad, which before
Friday had only played two conference
games away from the Pavilion-both
of
which resulted in lopsided losses.
Th~ Broncos found they could win on
the road in the Big SkY,something BSU head
coach June Daugherty said her team would
have to do to be competitive in the conference-especially
since four of their next
seven games are away from home ..
"Early in the preseason we had some
good games on the road," she said after her
team had swept the Montana schools at
home. "Now I think we've gotta stop worrying about where we're playing and just play
our game and play it well."
This week BSU again is away from
home, as the Broncos take on Idaho on
Friday and Eastern Washington on Saturday.
Both games are at 7 p.rn.

Sports Writer

r ...

/-~

Hoop, continued on page 23

Frosh·carry gymnasts
to strong. performance·
JONWIOTEN
Stoff Writer
Forced by injuries to rely
on their freshmen, the BSU
gymnastics learn went into
'its meet against Washington
last Friday night hoping for
a promising
look at the
future of the squad.
As it turns out, the future
looks' good. Without AllAmerican Julie Wag~er,
Amy Temcio and Kelly
Martin, the Broncos put
together their third 188-plus
score in four meets.
Unfortunately,
their

188.475 total wasn't good
enough as Washington set a
school record with a 192750
score to win the meet in the
Pavilion.
Despite the loss, BSU
head coach Yvonne "Sam"
Sandmire was pleased. by the
effort of her team, especially
the freshmen. Johnna Evans,
with only one day of vault
practice behind her, finished
second in the event with a
9.750 score.
Sandmire said she was
happy with the way the
team stepped up its effort to
make up for the loss of the

three injured gymnasts. She
felt many of the freshmen
came up with almost perfect
routines, considering how
many times they had competed at the collegiate level.
But
the
newcomers
weren't the only Broncos to
step up their efforts. Junior
Leslie Molt finished second
on bars with a.9,725' score
and fourth on beam with a
9.625 total. In addition,
sophomore Jolene Dahl finished third on beam and
bars with 9.650 and 9.7
scores, respectively.

B5U, continued on 23
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match ups against Idaho and
Eastern Washington,
both at
home.
..All in all, we've gotta feel
good about our guys and what
they did," Dye said, "If we make
some layups, make some free
throws, that changes the cornplexity of the game."
The Broncos cut the Bengal
lead to 69-66 late in the game, but
couldn't get any closer as ISU hit
10 of 14 free throws in the last
two minutes.
Free throws proved to be a
decisive factor in the game.
The Bengals shot 80 .perceru
from the charity stripe en route
to more than doubling
the
Broncos' free throw total, 31·14.
The Broncos arc currently
fourth in the conference, but
look forward to a favorable
schedule in the last half of the
season with five of their remaining seven games at home.
Friday's game against Idaho
and Saturday's contest against
Eastern both begin at 7:05 p.m. in
the Pavilion. Boise State beat both
teams earlier this year.

Despite her squad's injury
problems, Sandmire is satisfied
with its start to the season. Boise
State already has three ISS-plus
scores, which is three more than
they had at this time of the season last year. .
"Bill (assistant
coach Bill
Steinbach)
looked it up and
Washington didn't score a 190
until March 4 last year. He
showed that to the team to illustrate that we're still in good
shape. And Washington eventually earned a trip to the NCAA
national championships and finished Ilth," Sandmire said.
The Broncos hit the road this
week when they will travel to
Tucson for a meet with Arizona,
Brigham Young and Denver this'
Friday night and a meet at
Southern
Utah on Monday
night.
They will return home on
Friday, Feb. 17 to face Utah State
in a Big West Conference showdown at 7 p.m. that night in the
Pavilion.

~
~
~
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~
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~
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BSU gymnast Jolene Dahl goes vertical on the uneven bars in Friday's meet against Washington.
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MACARONIAUFROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT Sht PER SERVING.)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In'a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.'
stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.

F~
~

Note: For your nutritional convenience, Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 12 million
locations, including grocery stores.
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.Thank
the cable TV gods!
.
IThe World of Sports I

dunking on Patrick Ewing

keep us kids at home-I

(click) as UCLA's Ed O'Bannon

SCOTTSAM1US

Sports Editor
My remote control and I

have

had a huge void in my life.
Sure that empty feeling

have gotten much closer lately.

could be the fact I don't have a

It's not like we weren't

There was Shaquille O'Neal

hit a running jumper (click)
while Tennessee's women's
basketball team (click) and the

S

PO

R

T

WrestlersfaU

S

B

R

IE

to wyoming

F

S

For the third week in a row, the BSU wrestling team was involved in a close meet.
And for the second st~ight
dropped

week, the Broncos couldn't

a 21·18 contest to Wyoming

pull out a win. Boise State

In Laramie on Saturday,

knockingBSU's

record

down to 5-3The Broncos had some trouble with the lower weights. Brell Bingham, ranked 10th

close before. I can honestly say

girlfriend or a real job or really

United States' Davis Cup team

in the nation at llB-pounds, won by forfeit to start the meet. But the Broncos returned

I am as big a slug as the next

much of a life. But as I grew

volleyed with (cltckrjack

the favor when Chris Ward failed to make weight at 126. Losses at 142 and 158 were

guy.

'farther and farther away from

Nicklaus lal.1ching a tee-shot

Keith Olberrnan and Dan

into the crowd on the 12th

a big way. You see, my room-

Patrick, Dick Vitale and Peter

hole (click) order now and

mate and I did something

Gammons, and all those other

receive a free salad shooter.

But things have changed. In
fool-

ish last week. We had cable TV
installed,
This of course means one

wonderful

people at ESPN, I

. The great thing about par-

knew it was my lack of cable

ticipating in cable sports is you

TV that was haunting me.

don't need any talent or desire.

Take Sunday for example.

very important thing: sports,

There was college hoops on

a love of sports and a short

basketball on ESPN and Prime

channels 6 and 24, pro hoop on

attention span.

Sports Network. It means pro

channel 7, and of course,

But if you couldn't see the

hoops on TNT. It means pro

SportsC.cnter following the

games on TV, don't worry.

days action.

Those wacky guys on
SportsCenter will have the

as close 10 heaven as many of

working the remote buttons as

highlights, as well as some'

us will ever get.

quickly as possible, Ilying

witty commentary

guaranteed

along the smooth buttons until

to make you sigh contentedly.

since I'd left my parents' hum-

my digit ached But like any

It seems everything

ble abode-which

good athlete I ignored the pain

comes back to SportsCenter.

and continued

The circle of life, if you will.

We had 10 gel cable. Ever
was conve-

niently cable-equipped
I believe

Only

10

in what

be their atternpt

10

my visual (if

not visceral) assault.

Andy Leathers, who usually wrestles at a lower weight, moved' up a division, but he
was decisioned in a close 6-5 match, which hurt the Broncos in the final score.

Men's tennis team ties for team title

Yes, life is good

The BSU men's tennis team was one of three teams to walk away from last weekend's Big Sky Conference

hockey. And most importantly,

I sat there, my thumb

Burton, who is No.4 in the nation at 167 pounds, each won a decision.

All you need is a quick thumb,

sports, sports, It means college

it means SportsC.cnter, which is

especially harmful to the Broncos' cause.
. Boise State did fairly well through the middle rounds, as Eric Heinz OSO) and Charles

really

team tennis championships

Boise State, 'Weber State and Northern

with a piece of first place.

Arizona each had a record of 6-1 to take a

share of first-at Saturday's tourney, which was held in Pocatello,
Meanwhile, other members of the two-time defending
were elsewhere
Ernesto
Invitational

Big Sky champion

BSU squad

playing individually.

Diaz, who

is ranked

tennis tourney

No.9

in Region

in Albuquerque,

VII singles,

won

the Prudential

N.M, on Saturday. He won 6-1,6-2 to take

top honors.
Remy Pop, who is No. 12 in Region VII, fell in three sets, 6-7,
nament. However,

6-4, 7-5 in

he did take home a title, as he and Diaz combined

the same tour-

to win in three

sets, 6-3, 3-6, 6-3 for the doubles championship.

$2,479. Or abouI $45. a monIh.'

Macintosh Perfonna' 6115 CD
8MB RAW350MB bard drive, CD·ROM dri~ .
15" color di§Play, keyboard, mouse and all we
sojlWare you're likely 10 need

Only$2,129.

Or abouJ

$37. a monJb!

Power MacIntosh" 6100166 w/CD
8MB RAW350MB bard drive, CD·ROM
drive, color display, keyboard and mouse.

Only $3,349. Or abouI

$62. a monIh.'
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH

NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER:

We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh; we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need -lime. Because for a limited
lime, with the AppleComputer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal compute~ prlnte~ CD-ROM drive or other periph-

era1s without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no compUeated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now Incredib~ easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
J.
power every student needs. The power to be your besr
.

Appl

!I.e.

HOURS:
MON.-TUES.
WED.-FRI.
SAT.
PHONE:

"17S.,

:>'~',;.:,:::;.:::

J
.I

I

8AM-7PM
8AM-5PM
lOAM-5PM
385-1195

gP4g

s;ai!!!.
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free drawings

EVERY HOUR FREE DRAWINGS WILL BE HELD FOR SOFTWARE,
ELECTRONICS, T·SHIRTS AND MORE!

demonstrations

MANUFACTURER REPRESENTATIVES DEMONSTRATING COMPUTERS FROM

• Apple

COMPAQ

I"IIC:I=ION

SEE DEMONSTRATIONS ON THE LATEST SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FROM
MICROSOFT, WORDPERFECT, ADOBE AND MORE!

fantastic prices

SAVE ON COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS, SOFTWARE, ELECTRONICS,
COMPUTER BOOKS AND MOREl

seminar

FhP'l HEWLETT
~f,I

PACKARD

HP 48G AND 48GX CALCULATORS
.THURSDAY, FEB 9TH
06:00PM
.BISHOP BARNWELL RM-S.U.B .
•WIN A48G CALCULATOR
MUSTOE PRESENT TO WIN
.REFRESHMENTS SERVED

r---

!~~~tll~
I ON ANY COMPUTER
PURCHASED DURING
I lliE LEARNING EXPO
FEB8TH-9lH
I
I \'MIlE SUPPUES LASTYOO CAN AlSO I
RECBVE A FREE T-sHIRT
I
I 00 MANY OTHER GREAT PRIZES W11H
I
I
L ANYCOMPUlERPlJROOSED
·__ ~
fEIl6TH-9Tli'

'V
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our real horoscope
RUBY WYNER·tO
A.A.B.P.-<ertified
Astrologer
Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) The stars make one request of you share
cute stories about 'youroctopus with repulsive crack addicts.
Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20) The dream you had about a sweaty fat
man eating octopus was more than a dream-It was a sweaty fat

FIlE PIIIlf IllAWIIBI
IBUGIIIIlIM
IIMNIIII
FMTAIII: PIII:II
.. 1111
1.IICA1BIIlITJE flI&lAlILlIIII-

man eating octopus!
Gemini (May 21-June 21) Animal rights activists protest your
"Bowling for Octopus" restaurant/bowling alley.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) Your octopus-scented perfume will be
the hottest fragrance on the market.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Out of sponges? Use an octopus instead!
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) If you're worried about there not being
enough octopi in the world, don't. There's plenty!
. Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23) If your spouse complains you aren't attentive enough, ignore it and go read a book about the octopus.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) If you have trouble telling the difference between octopi and squid, then shoot yourself in the head,
dimwit. The octopus is a glorious animal and the squid is a slimy
piece of sea garbage.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21) Before you start kissing an~body, it
might be a good idea to remove the octopus from your mouth.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Trouble with your mate means it's
time to slap him or her with the business end of an octopus.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) If the question is about octopi, the
answer must be yes.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Inky is a great name for an octopus.

Al:IIOII fIIIM BUVA

''T"'

SONY

WALKMAN FX21
RADIO/CASSETTE
PLAYER

LIST ...

'STEREO
·AMlFM
·AUTOTAPE
SHUTOFF

~$3795

TI81 GRAPHICS
CALCULATOR
-OVER 300 SUPERIOR
GRAPHING
FUNCTIONS
eMAmlCES
EXCWSIYE BOO/CSTORE
~ YEAR IllARRANTY

10B BUSINESS
CALCULATOR

-

-

TEXAS"

INSTRUMENTS

LiST -1111-

~

!,
I
i

i-:

$7995

Fi.l~~K~J~

EXCUISIVE
-ESSENTIAL BUSINESS AND
MATH FUNCTIONS
LIST-38-LABEL DESCRIPTORS
wA.llllAHlY
·ALGEBRAIC
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Remember: If you aren't a fan of the odopus, omit it from this
week's horoscope and replace it with the word "chicken."
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Send your' questions about school and life to Max at the Arbiter.
Call 345·8204. Leave a message if Max isn't in. You don't need to
leave your name. Or you can mail your question to The Arbiter at
1910 University Drive, 83725. If you work in a dept. on campus,
send your question through inter-office mail.

e1= I got an incomplete in one of my classes last semester.
What's my time limit to get it completed7
A:ln many cases there is no time limit. Really! Sandra Schmidt,
.BSU Registrar says there is not a limit now, but this all changes
with the Fall 1995 semester. From then on, there will be a time
limit. But, don't fear. The new limit will not affect lncompletes
from previous semesters. Unless...keep reading.

Q: A teacher gave me an incomplete last semester and I
needed the class as a prerequisite for the next level class 'that
in this semester. So now my' new teacher is hassling me
about getting my incomplete done. He signed the override for
me to be in the class, but keeps wanting to know when I'll get
the incomplete work done for the first class, Can this teacher
kickme out of the class7
I'm

A: Yes, he

or she most certainly can. When your teacher signed
the override, it was in good faith that you would soon complete
the prerequisite class. This unfortunate answer is the consensus of
.the Regisrration Office. Sorry, dude.
.9mO),'·
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Compiled by Hollee Blankenship and Kate Neilly Bell
Flying M Espresso and Fine,
Crafts will be holding the 2nd
Annual Valentines for AIDS
Fundraiser through Feb. 12.
Valentines can be seen and bid
at Flying M, located at 500 West
Idaho in downtown Boise. All
proceeds benefit the Idaho Aids
foundation.

FEB. 8
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FEB. 11
10 a.m.
Resource/Information
Fair for
families of children with disabili" ties will run until 3 p.m. at
Horizon Elementary School in
Boise. The fair is free to those
who pre-register by Feb. 9. Call
Idaho Parents Unlimited, Inc.; at
342-5884 to register.

2 p.m.

Noon
"Eating Disorders," a presentation
and discussion facilitated by
Millie Smith, will be at the
Farnsworth Room in the SUB.
This is part three of a series sponsored by the Women's Center.

FEB. 9
Noon
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
invites you to their weekly Bible
study in the SUB Gipson Room.

1:30 p.m.
Find out about State of Idaho
Deferred Compensation,
the
smartest way to supplement
retirement income. In the SUB
Brink Room. call 342-8600 for
more information.

I

classifieds

I
_

AUTOMATIC CLOTHES WASHER.

$1750 WEEKLY possible mailing our

Evening Interviews, call 336·5260 or

circulars. No experience required. Begin
now!!!For inform. call 202-298·9065.

345·2951.

STUDENTS. Over 120 American manufacturers need YOUto assemble products
at home. Circuitboards, newelry, holiday
decorations, etc. Eam $280 to $652 week~. Part time/full time. Experiencenot neeessary,willtrain. Youare paid weekly. Call
1-602-680-7444, ext. 100 ic

TWO-FULL BEDS with box springs
and mattresses. $100.00, or OBO. Call
345·8399.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING. EARNUP
TO $2,000 monthly. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No experi·
ence necessary. For information call 1·
206-634-0648 ext C59032.

Old, but works well. CallKat385-9019.
LOST: Earring. Silver crescent moon.
On Dec 13, in or around the LA Bldg.
Sentimental. Call 384·4256 or. 342·
4849.

IBANEZ ROADSTAR II. Electricgui- tar with hardshell case and AD Amplifier.
FOR SALE: 1973 Ford F-l,oo. 360 CU All mind condition. Red. All three
IN. Full instrumentation. Very Clean. $480.00 or OBO.384-9526.
Straight body. Only 85,000 miles. Call
WANTED: Students who need supple375·3361, message .
. STUDENTS TIRED OF NOWHERE
mental income. Earn $10.00 on every
SUMMER JOBS? Whynot spend your
1982 CHEVY SILVERADO. 1/2 $30.00. Selling coupon books that save
summe(s getting some experience in the
tone 4x4. 305 Cu In. 4-Speed automatic. your customer $300.00. on purchases of
job market While you are in school, eam
308 rear-end, duel shocks on front. recordings. No investment/inventory.Sell
$300 per weekend. Call 389-MIKE
Plush interior. 55,000 miles. Call 375· to anyoneL For details call (208) 371(6453). AMERICAATITSBESTWITHTHE
4166, 5:30-7PM.Sun-thru Thursdayon~.
3361.
IDAHO ARMY NATIONAL GUARD.

BACK TO SCHOOL CASH
Couples & Students welcome.
.Full & Part'time shifts available with
growing sompany.
'Early AM-WeekendShifts
'Full time Route Supervisor
'Full time Floor Person

SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS
available. Call(208) 587-4100 ext 101.
LAWN MOWING BUSINESS forsale
or trade. Client established. Great parttime. Income $20-25 per hour. Possible
$250.00 weekly Call375-3361 income.

ROADS LESS TRAVELED: Yourbest
source for womyn's, lebigay,and naturist
literature. Specializingin sexuality,spirituality, health, travel, poetry, fiction and
nonfiction. New and used books, magazines, videos, and CD's. Gretting cards
and gifts. 3017 W.State S.

Holocaust Literature Program by
Kevin Booe, youth services
librarian. Booe will read from
Margaret Wild's let the
Celebrations Begin!, a story
relating a child's remember of
life before and during imprisonment in a concentration
camp.
The program will also feature
David Alder's A Picture Book of
Anne Frank, which briefly relates
the life story of Anne Frank.
Booe will also read excerpts
from Anne Frank: A Diary of a
Young Girl. The program is suitable for children ages 9 and up.
Boise Public Library.

BSU Lacrosse Club will meet in
the Brink Room at the SUB. The
club hopes to field a men's team
this spring to take on schools
such as Whitman College. In the
future, the club will also field a
women's team. A good athlete
of any size can become an
excellent lacrosse player. Anyone
interested is welcome to join.

FEB. 10

7:05 p.m.
Bronco men's basketball vs.
Eastern Washington. Pavilion.

10 a.m.
Vocational Resources, Inc. will
sponsor a Violence in the
Workplace workshop at the Red
lion Riverside. Lasts until noon.
Pre-registration
is necessary. Call
345-7707. Free.

FEB. 15
Noon

9 a.m.
Personal Wellness Profile presented by the BSU wellness Center.
Students and BSU employees just
$15. Each profile takes about 1
hour and 15 minutes. Call the
Wellness Center at 385-3364 to
make your appointment

"Spend Your Health Care S$$
Wisely," a Brown Bag Lunch presented by the BSU Wellness
Center, will be at the Alexander
Room in the SUB.

7:30 p.m.
Valentine's Sweethearts Ball
sponsored by the Idaho
Empowerment Program to benefit jobs development for "the
wanting to work" homeless.
Admission is $10 per person or
$18 per couple.

"The loch Ness Monster," a
Brown Bag lunch program featuring Dr. Ken Hollenbaugh, will
be in the Senate Forum at the
Student Union Building. _

7:07 p.m.
vs.

•

"·-4

Noon
Fetuccine Forum. Boise State
professor Russell Centanni will
provide an overview of undetected diseases and the frightening damage they can do. At
Noodles, Eighth and Idaho
streets in downtown Boise.
Admission is free.

Bronco men's basketball
Idaho. Pavilion.

...

FEB. 13

7 p.m.

MUSICIANS/SONGWRITERS
Let
your talent be heard! Listof major contacts,
music festivals. Send sa.50: CNRSearch,
PO Box10636, BedfordNH03100.

.'
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1 p.m.
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